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ABSTRACT 
 

High levels of impulsivity, positive gambling attitudes, and positive gambling 

beliefs are identified as risk factors for pathological gambling and related symptoms in 

numerous surveys and naturalistic studies.  However, there remains a need for 

experimental studies, as we know little about how the effects of these variables on 

gambling emerge or the contextual factors that may exacerbate or attenuate these effects.  

The current project thus tests whether direct effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs 

on within-session gambling exist in a controlled environment and examines whether the 

relationships among these variables and bet perception and betting differ in a spontaneous 

vs. a deliberative context or according to the desirability of the bets. 

Three experiments were conducted using a computerized gambling task.  The first 

experiment (N=151) had two time conditions: spontaneous and deliberative; and two 

desirability conditions: high desirability and low desirability (both conditions included 

ambiguous bets).  Participants’ level of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs were assessed.  

No significant main effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on betting emerged; 

however, the time and desirability conditions did have an effect.  The second experiment 

(N=156) replicated the first experiment, but also explored the role of perceptions.  When 

participants were asked to reflect on their perceptions, impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs 

significantly related to participants’ bet perceptions and to betting on ambiguous bets.  

The third experiment (N=142) further explored responses to ambiguous bets by removing 

the impact of the desirability condition.  Consistent with experiment two, attitudes and 

impulsivity related to bet perceptions and betting.  The effects of impulsivity, attitudes, 

and beliefs on amount wagered were fully mediated by participants’ perceptions of bets. 
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 

Overview 

Understanding the factors that predict gambling behaviour for an individual is an 

important avenue of research, as problem gambling continues to be a widespread cause 

for concern (e.g., in Canada, China, Germany, Holland, Iceland, Spain, and the US; 

Becona, 1996; Olason, Sigurdardottir & Smari, 2006; Statistics Canada, 2002 as cited by 

Azmier, 2005; Welte, Barnes, Tidwell, & Hoffman, 2008; Welte, Barnes, Wieczorek, 

Tidwell, & Parker, 2004; Woo Liu, 2007).  According to the DSM-IV-TR criteria, 

pathological or problem gambling is defined as maladaptive gambling behaviour 

characterized by five or more of the following: preoccupation with gambling; gambling 

with increasing amounts of money to achieve the desired level of excitement; inability to 

stop gambling; irritability when attempting to stop gambling; gambling to escape 

problems; lying about the extent of gambling behaviour; committing illegal acts to 

finance gambling; gambling to get ‘even’ after losing money (i.e., chasing); losing a 

significant relationship, job or other opportunity due to gambling; and/or relying on 

others to relieve a desperate financial situation resulting from gambling (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2000).  In Canada, it is estimated that five percent of Canadians 

are problem gamblers (Mood Disorders Society of Canada; MDSC, 2006).    

An individual’s gambling can have detrimental effects on the gambler’s 

psychosocial and interpersonal health (Hodgins, Shead, & Makarchuk, 2007; Ladouceur, 

Boisvert, Pepin, Loranger, & Sylvain, 1994; Lorenz & Yaffee, 1986, 1988, 1989).  Fifty 

to 80 percent of Canadian problem gamblers have experienced suicidal ideation, and of 

those 12-16 percent have attempted suicide (MDSC; 2006).  Problem gambling is also 
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often co-morbid with depression, anxiety, substance use and criminality (Johansson, 

Grant, Kim, Odlaug, & Gotestam, 2009) and may lead to loss of productivity at work and 

legal problems (Ladouceur et al., 1994).   

Problem gambling is not just detrimental to the gambler, but is detrimental to 

others in his/her life.  Lobsinger and Beckett (1996; as cited by Hodgins et al., 2007) 

estimate that eight to 10 people are directly negatively affected by one person’s problem 

gambling.  Severe financial problems due to excessive gambling can put a family in a 

precarious situation, and problem gambling has been linked to lower relationship 

satisfaction, increased marital problems, and higher levels of personal distress in 

significant others (Ferland, Fournier, Ladouceur, Brochu, Bouchard, & Paquet, 2008; 

Hodgins et al., 2007; Makarchuk, Hodgins, & Peden, 2002). 

Demographic risk factors for problem gambling that are consistent throughout the 

literature include being younger than 29 years old, being male, living in a large city, 

using drugs and alcohol, and having gambling activities readily accessible (Huang & 

Boyer, 2007; Jackson, Dowling, Thomas, Bond, & Patton, 2008; Johansson et al., 2009; 

Lesieur, Cross, Frank, Welch, White, Rubenstein et al., 1991).  Several US and Canadian 

studies demonstrate that increases in gambling accessibility have led to an increase in the 

number of both regular and problem gamblers (Adams, Sullivan, Horton, Menna, & 

Guilmette, 2007; Campbell & Lester, 1999; Emerson & Laundergan, 1996; Jacques, 

Ladouceur & Ferland, 2000; Johansson et al., 2009; Ladouceur, Jacques, Ferland, & 

Giroux, 1999; Welte et al., 2004).  Between 1999 and 2004, there was an increase in the 

number of casinos, slots, lottery ticket sites and video lottery terminals (VLTs) in Canada 

(Azmier, 2005).  With the current increase in availability of gambling in North America 
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(Azmier, 2005; Korn, 2000; Lehman, May 2007) and the prevalence of Internet gambling 

(which presents new difficulties with regard to regulation1), it is ever more pressing to 

understand gambling behaviour including the underlying psychological processes, in 

order to create effective interventions for problem gamblers and those at risk of 

developing problem gambling. 

Given the extent and severity of the issues that problem gambling can cause (e.g., 

Ladouceur et al., 1994) it is no surprise that there has been long-standing interest in 

factors that predict proclivity to gambling behaviours.  One approach to investigating 

gambling behaviour is to examine personality differences.  There exists a general 

agreement among researchers that certain personality traits, specifically sensation seeking 

and impulsivity, play a role in gambling behaviour and the development of problem 

gambling (Johansson et al., 2009; Raylu & Oei, 2002).   

Personality Risk Factors 

While research has been conducted on traits such as extraversion, neuroticism and 

psychoticism in relation to gambling behaviour, the vast majority of gambling research 

has focused on the related personality constructs of impulsivity and sensation seeking.  

Impulsivity is a multi-dimensional construct that encompasses novelty (sensation) 

seeking (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1977 as cited by Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; Petry, 

2001a).  Sensation seeking is a dispositional characteristic that involves an aspiration for 

new and diverse experiences, which may involve taking risks.  Sensation seeking and 

impulsivity are correlated and connected to similar behaviours and underlying biological 

                                                
1 Because internet gambling can be more challenging to monitor, there may be more opportunity for 
underage gambling, gambling while intoxicated, gambling at the workplace, and gambling for longer 
periods of time (Griffiths, 1999). Internet gambling also has the highest conversion rates (i.e., proportion 
who try a form of gambling who subsequently frequently engage in that activity; Holtgraves, 2009). 
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traits (e.g., low monoamine oxidase levels, Zuckerman & Kuhlman, 2000; Zuckerman, 

1994).   

Both traits involve lower levels of deliberation and perceived risk (Breen & 

Zuckerman, 1999).  Zuckerman (1994) therefore developed the Impulsive Sensation 

Seeking scale as part of his Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire (ZKPQ; 

Zuckerman, Kuhlman, Joireman, Teta, & Kraft, 19932).  Impulsive sensation seeking is 

highly correlated with sensation seeking (Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; Zuckerman, 1994) 

and impulsivity (Langewisch & Frisch, 1998).  Having higher levels of impulsivity and 

sensation seeking is a risk factor for problem gambling, and thus Dickerson and Baron 

(2000) posited that gambling studies would benefit from incorporating both these traits.  

A more detailed overview of sensation seeking, impulsivity, and impulsive sensation 

seeking in the gambling literature follows. 

Sensation Seeking 

Zuckerman, Eysenck, and Eysenck (1978) conceived of sensation seeking as a 

multidimensional construct consisting of four subscales: adventure seeking, disinhibition 

(a concept similar to impulsivity), boredom susceptibility and experience seeking.  Their 

Sensation Seeking Scale – Form V (SSS-V; Zuckerman, 1979) is the most commonly 

used measure of sensation seeking in the literature.  In two studies of men recruited from 

gambling sites and the community, high sensation-seekers were likely to participate in 

risky behaviours like horse-race betting and participate in more types of gambling3 

(Coventry & Brown, 1993; Coventry & Norman, 1997), and when gambling, were more 

                                                
2 A new scale for Impulsive Sensation Seeking was since created and excludes all items using 
colloquialisms or referring to specific activities (Zuckerman, 1994; 1996). 
 
3 The number of different gambling games played is positively correlated with severity of problem 
gambling behaviours (Holtgraves, 2009). 
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inclined to place large bets (Coventry & Brown, 1993), perhaps to increase the chance of 

winning more money to heighten excitement.   

Similarly, numerous studies have found higher levels of sensation seeking and 

similar traits (i.e., novelty seeking, venturesomeness, and risk-taking) among problem 

gamblers, and have found positive relationships between sensation seeking and higher 

gambling frequency, betting levels, intentions to gamble, and positive attitudes toward 

gambling (Blinn-Pike & Worthy, 2008; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999; Coventry & Brown, 

1993; Dickerson, Hinchy, & Fabre, 1987; Gupta, Derevensky, & Ellenbogen, 2006; 

Kuley & Jacobs, 1988; Kyngdon & Dickerson, 1999; Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; 

Martinotti, Andreoli, Giametta, Poli, Bria, & Janiri, 2006; McDaniel & Zuckerman, 2003; 

Moore & Ohtsuka, 1997; Pantalon, Maciejewski, Desai, & Potenza, 2008; Powell, 

Hardoon, Derevensky, & Gupta, 1999).  For instance, Coventry and Brown (1993) found 

that sensation seeking was positively related to gambling expenditure, loss of control, 

subjective arousal, and bet size.   

There are some exceptions; a few studies have results that are inconsistent with 

the majority of the literature involving sensation seeking and gambling.  Specifically, 

these studies found that sensation seeking did not differentiate between problem gamblers 

and the general population (Bagby, Vachon, Bulmash, Toneatto, Quilty, & Costa, 2007; 

Dickerson et al., 1987).  However, because these studies were naturalistic and did not 

account for possible confounds such as type of gambling, the interpretations of the results 

are unclear.  For instance, levels of sensation seeking have been found to decrease with 

age and vary depending on the form of gambling (Bonnaire, Bungener, & Varescon, 

2006; Coventry & Brown, 1993; Dickerson et al., 1987; Zuckerman & Kuhlman, 2000).  
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While it is possible that sensation seeking is more clearly related to gambling behaviour 

as opposed to problem gambling per se, these findings may also be the result of how 

problem gambling is defined (e.g., participating in more than three types of gambling 

activities weekly does not meet DSM-IV criteria for problem gambling; Parke, Griffiths, 

& Irwing, 2004). 

Although most of the above-mentioned studies support the relationship between 

sensation seeking and gambling, there are a number of issues that arise.  For instance, 

these studies often rely on retrospective self-reported gambling behaviour, which may be 

susceptible to recall error or other reporting biases.  Indeed, risky gambling has been 

linked to biases in cognition (Miller & Currie, 2008) and memory (Blaszczynski, 

Ladouceur, Goulet, & Savard, 2008; Gilovich, 1983; Johansson et al., 2009).  More 

importantly, these studies tend to focus solely on exploring the variables that differentiate 

pathological gamblers from social or non-gamblers (e.g., Bagby et al., 2007; Coventry & 

Brown, 1993; Kuley & Jacobs, 1988; Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; Martinotti et al., 2006; 

Parke et al., 2004), as opposed to how and why these relationships among factors exist.   

To date, very few studies in this area involve experiments.  Studies with 

community samples tend to use naturally occurring groups and do not control for 

demographic variables, such as socioeconomic status (SES), marital status, employment 

status, religion, and other psychopathology (although age and gender are more likely to 

be taken into account; e.g., Bagby et al., 2007; Bonnaire et al., 2006; Dickerson et al., 

1987; Kuley & Jacobs, 1988).  Similarly, these naturalistic studies (e.g., Coventry & 

Norman, 1997) do not take context effects into account (e.g., alcohol/substance use, 

fatigue, noise, other players, etc).   
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There appears to be a link between sensation seeking and gambling; however, one 

cannot be certain that it is in fact sensation seeking per se, or if sensation seeking is 

related to the “true” determinant(s) (e.g., alcohol use, unemployment, or other 

unmeasured variables).  The cause for the relationship remains unclear: why and how the 

relationship exists and the underlying mechanisms responsible for that relationship 

remain a mystery. 

One recent study, using an experimental manipulation (Demaree, DeDonno, 

Burns, & Everhart, 2008) begins to look at the relationship between sensation seeking 

and gambling in more detail.  Demaree and colleagues (2008) had 59 undergraduates play 

two computerized games, one in which they could manipulate the amount of the wager 

(W-game) and one in which they could vary the probability of a win (the wager was held 

at $4; P-game).  They found that sensation seeking correlated with risk-taking in the P-

game only and thus relates more to the chances, or novelty, of a win than the amount of a 

win.  In other words, the fun is in the novelty of a win, rather than the amount of money 

won or lost.  This fits with the idea that arousal in gambling is induced by playing with 

money, not for money (Kusyszyn, 1977, as cited by Parke, Griffiths & Irwing, 2004).  

Demaree and colleagues’ (2008) study indicates that the relationship between sensation 

seeking and gambling behaviour can vary based on context (e.g., type of task).  It follows 

that a closer examination of the mechanisms underlying the relationship of sensation 

seeking and gambling is warranted, controlling for the confounding factors found in 

many earlier studies. 
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Impulsivity 

Impulsivity also is referred to as disinhibition, or a deficit of inhibitory control 

(Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  Raylu and Oei (2002) define impulsivity as “spontaneous 

or unintentional behaviour where one acts without thought of self control” (p.1023), 

which is consistent with other definitions of impulsivity in the literature (e.g., Moore & 

Ohtsuka, 1997). 

The literature linking impulsivity to gambling behaviour is abundant and 

generally consistent. For example, when Vitaro and colleagues (1999) looked at 154 boys 

of low SES (controlling for SES, early gambling behaviour, and other personality factors 

like aggression and anxiety) in a longitudinal study they found that impulsivity measured 

at ages 12-14 years predicted problem gambling at age 17 years.  Many recent studies 

have found that problem or excessive gamblers tend to have higher scores on impulsivity 

measures when compared to low-frequency or non-gamblers (Alessi & Petry, 2003; 

Bagby et al., 2007; Carlton & Manowitz, 1994; Hraba, Mok, & Huff, 1990; Nower, 

Derevensky, & Gupta, 2004; Petry, 2001a; Petry, 2001b; Steel & Blaszczynski, 1998; 

Turner, Zangeneh, Littman-Sharp, 2006; Vitaro, Arsenault, & Tremblay, 1999, 1997; 

Zimmerman, Meeland, & Krug, 1985).  Impulsivity also predicts gambling severity (e.g., 

Alessi & Petry, 2003), loss of control when gambling (Hraba et al., 1990) and 

discriminates ‘chasers’ (i.e., individuals who will continue to bet or bet more after a 

series of losing bets) from ‘non-chasers’ (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  

In general the studies looking at impulsivity and gambling have the same 

characteristics as studies looking at sensation seeking and gambling.  These 

characteristics include using retrospective, self-reported gambling behaviour, not 
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accounting for confounding variables, and focusing on determining if (not how) 

impulsivity differentiates between pathological gamblers and non-pathological gamblers.   

In a study using an experimental manipulation (Demaree et al., 2008), 

impulsivity’s relationship to gambling behaviour was examined more closely.  Demaree 

and colleagues (2008) did not find a link between impulsivity and participants’ choices in 

their two computerized gambling tasks.  One explanation they offered for this null 

finding was that their participants were all required to gamble, whereas this was not the 

case in previous studies.  They hypothesized that impulsivity may be connected to the 

initial decision to gamble as opposed to within-session gambling decisions.  This study 

brings into question whether a direct link between impulsivity and within-session 

gambling behaviour exists, and supports continued research into clarifying the role of 

impulsivity to gambling while controlling for potential confounding factors. 

Impulsive Sensation Seeking 

The Impulsive Sensation Seeking scale (Zuckerman et al., 1993, Zuckerman, 

1994) is a 19-item self-report measure of impulsive sensation seeking (e.g., “I like doing 

things just for the thrill of it”).  Each item is answered true (scored one) or false (scored 

zero).  Its score correlates highly to other measures of impulsivity and sensation seeking 

(Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; McDaniel & Mahan, 2008; Zuckerman et al., 1993; 

Zuckerman, 1994).  Specifically, impulsive sensation seeking was correlated with the 

SSS-V (r = 0.66 to 0.76, p < 0.01; Zuckerman, 1994, 1996; McDaniel & Mahan, 2008) 

and the Change Seeking Index (CSI, Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1995; student 

population: r = 0.55, p < 0.01; non-student population: r = 0.56, p < 0.01, McDaniel & 

Mahan, 2008), as well as with measures of impulsivity (e.g., Langewish & Frisch, 1998; 
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Zuckerman et al., 1993).  In line with these findings, the same sex and age differences are 

seen across impulsive sensation seeking and SSS-V: men tend to score higher than 

women and younger adults tend to score higher than older adults (McDaniel & Mahan, 

2008; McDaniel & Zuckerman, 2003).   

Impulsive sensation seeking predicts level of gambling interest, gambling 

participation, and differentiates problem and non-problem gamblers (Langewisch & 

Frisch, 1998; McDaniel & Mahan, 2008; McDaniel & Zuckerman, 2003).  McDaniel and 

Mahan (2008) found that the impulsive sensation seeking was a better predictor of 

gambling than the SSS-V and the CSI.  A benefit of the impulsive sensation seeking scale 

is that its items are more general in nature than the SSS-V, as they do not include specific 

behaviours (e.g., drinking, drug use, or specific sports) that might be less common in 

certain cultures or serve a confounding factor when relating this trait to risky behaviours.  

Just as sensation seeking appeared to be more predictive of certain forms of gambling, 

different aspects of the impulsive sensation seeking construct appear to be connected to 

different forms of gambling (McDaniel and Zuckerman, 2003). 

 While studies using the newer impulsive sensation seeking measure are less 

numerous than those looking at sensation seeking or impulsivity alone, there is support 

for a relationship between impulsive sensation seeking and gambling.  However, the 

same design issues that complicate the majority of the sensation seeking and impulsivity 

studies likewise complicate the majority of the impulsive sensation seeking studies.   

Attitudes and Beliefs 

Other researchers have taken a more specific approach to predicting gambling 

behaviour, looking at how differences in gambling attitudes affect gambling behaviour.  
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Several studies have shown that positive attitudes toward gambling increase participation 

in gambling activities (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999; Moore & Ohtsuka, 1997; Taormina, 

2009; Wood & Griffiths, 2004; Zaranek & Chapleski, 2005).  For example, in a study of 

1410 non-institutionalized adults (mean age = 74 years) living in Detroit, positive 

attitudes about casinos were associated with the frequency of visits to a casino (Zaranek 

& Chapleski, 2005).   

While no studies to date have directly manipulated gambling attitudes, beliefs 

about gambling can be manipulated (Floyd, Whelan & Myers, 2006; May, Whelan, 

Meyers, & Steenbergh, 2005; Savoie & Ladouceur, 1995; Steenbergh, Whelan, Meyers, 

May, & Floyd, 2004); however, this manipulation does not always correspond to a 

change in gambling behaviour (e.g., May et al., 2005; Steenbergh et al., 2004). For 

instance, May and his colleagues (2005) randomly assigned participants into three 

gambling conditions: in one condition, participants received a message to encourage their 

illusion of control over a computerized roulette game; in the second, they received a 

message to decrease their illusion of control; and in the third condition, they received a 

neutral message.  Results indicated that although conditions differed in terms of the 

participants’ levels of illusion of control, there were no significant differences in terms of 

gambling behaviour.  However, in a similar study (Floyd et al., 2006) did find a change in 

both behaviour and beliefs4.  Likewise, in another study involving lottery play, providing 

accurate information on the negative probability of wins led to changes in both gambling 

                                                
4 This study used a similar computerized roulette task and offered similar compensation; three notable 
differences were a different pattern of wins and losses, using different warnings/targeting different beliefs 
and the use of questionnaires before and after to measure beliefs as opposed to the think aloud technique 
used in the May and colleagues’ (2005) study. Steenbergh and colleagues (2004) used a similar task and 
targeted the same beliefs as Floyd and colleagues (2006), but did not find a corresponding change in 
behaviour; the notable differences here are the type of message used and when the message(s) were used 
(i.e., prior to the task versus during the task). 
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beliefs and behaviour compared to controls, who did not receive the same information 

(Savoie & Ladouceur, 1995).  Thus, it appears that the relationship between beliefs and 

gambling is not uniformly consistent and contextual factors may play a role.  As no 

studies have examined how and when attitudes impact gambling behaviour, research into 

this relationship is warranted. 

Integrating Personality and Attitudes 

It should be noted that the separate approaches of looking at personality and 

attitudes and their impact on gambling behaviour are not mutually exclusive.  Personality 

may predispose an individual toward certain attitudes.  In this way, a given personality 

type may result in an interrelated constellation of attitudes.  For instance, someone high 

on sensation seeking is likely to have more positive attitudes toward risk-taking 

behaviours in general.  Indeed, in a study of personality, attitudes, and risk perception in 

young drivers, Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) found that the relationship between 

personality and risky driving was mediated through attitudes and concluded that 

personality indirectly influences risky driving through its impact on attitudinal 

determinants.   

In the gambling domain, Breen and Zuckerman (1999) studied impulsive 

sensation seeking, attitudes, and gambling behaviour in a sample of men attending 

university, using a computerized gambling task.  They found that the impulsive subscale 

discriminated between chasers and non-chasers, and that attitudes discriminated between 

players (those that chose to gamble with their compensation) and non-players, whereas 

the sensation seeking subscale did not distinguish gambling behaviour.  Breen and 

Zuckerman (1999) suggest that sensation seeking may not have been activated by the 
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task, as there was no time pressure and participants could take as long as they wanted to 

make decisions while playing.  This suggestion implies that personality traits may have a 

different impact on behaviour depending on the situation (e.g., under time pressure).   

Moore and Ohtsuka (1997) examined the impact of impulsivity, venturesomeness, 

attitudes, and cognitions on self-reported, retrospective gambling behaviour using the 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) as a framework.  They found that intentions (which 

were predicted by attitudes and impulsivity), attitudes, and subjective norms accounted 

for 30% of the variance in gambling behaviour, and that personality factors added 

significantly to the prediction; whereas cognitions or general beliefs (e.g., about the 

likelihood of winning) added to a lesser degree5.  However, while promising, like many 

studies reviewed, this study did not look at within-session gambling or how relationships 

among all of these factors may change in different contexts. For example, the TRA 

requires an individual to consider the implications of his/her behaviour prior to choosing 

to engage in a given behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) and therefore speaks mainly to 

instances of deliberative behaviour (i.e., engaging in effortful thought and reflection prior 

to acting), but what happens when the opportunity or the motivation to deliberate is not 

present (e.g., in fast-paced environments like casinos)?   

Relationships between personality, attitudes, and gambling may be stronger in 

some situations than in others.  It is of interest to step back and ask, what might be the 

mechanisms underlying these relationships? How do these factors get translated into 

gambling behaviour?  One influential theory starts with the premise that the relationship 

                                                
5 Similarly, another study (Martin, Usdan, Nelson, Umstattd, LaPlante, Perko & Shaffer, 2010) found that 
the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB; specifically subjective norms, attitudes and perceived behavioural 
control) predicted gambling frequency; however, this study did not incorporate personality factors. It also 
did not look at within-session gambling and, like the Moore and Ohtsuka (1997) study, relied on 
retrospective self-report of gambling behaviour. 
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of attitudes to behaviour differs in deliberative versus spontaneous contexts. As described 

in the following section, Fazio (1990) has posited that the attitude-behaviour relationship 

can vary depending on whether the behaviour is the result of a spontaneous or 

deliberative process.  

Spontaneous versus Deliberative Behaviour 

Contextual factors may serve to exacerbate or attenuate the relationship of 

personality, belief, and attitudinal factors, and gambling, as well as directly impact 

gambling behaviour.  For instance, one’s gambling behaviour may be different in a 

situation in which one is able to deliberate, or think through, his/her gambling decision 

(e.g., with some sports betting, one can weigh the probability of a win and the benefits 

versus costs of placing a large wager), as opposed to one in which there is not enough 

time, motivation, or too many distractions to deliberate and gambling behaviour is more 

spontaneous (e.g., at a busy casino, having to place a wager before the ball lands in 

roulette).  The present research draws upon the MODE (Motivation and Opportunity as 

Determinants; Fazio 1986; 1990) model of attitude-behaviour consistency as one 

potential theory that could speak to the processes responsible for gambling behaviour in a 

spontaneous (versus a deliberative) situation (Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999).   

The MODE model 

The MODE model’s central premise is that it is necessary to distinguish between 

deliberative and spontaneous behaviours.  With deliberative behaviour, an individual 

evaluates the pros and cons of a given behaviour, reflects on specific attitudes relevant to 

the behavioural decision, and forms an intention that then directs the behaviour (see 

Figure 1.1; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980).  For example, if one plans to attend a horse race, 
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one may research the horse, its history of wins and losses, the trainer and jockey’s records 

and backgrounds, and calculate the odds of winning a specific bet before placing it 

(evaluation). How positively s/he feels about gambling and risk-taking and the perceived 

odds of winning or losing could influence plans to place a higher or lower bet (intention). 

Figure 1.1.  Theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980 as cited by Fazio, 1990). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case, one’s general gambling attitudes are not likely to play a key role in a 

decision to engage in a specific gambling behaviour.  Instead, reasoned weighing of the 

merits and disadvantages of the specific behaviour are central to the behavioural 

outcome.  However, in order for a person to deliberate, s/he must have both motivation 

(e.g., a large cash reward) and the opportunity (time and awareness; Jamieson & Zanna, 

1989; Kruglanski & Freund, 1983).   

With regard to opportunity, time restrictions may limit the chance for effortful 

thought.  For example, if someone is playing roulette, they have a limited amount of time 

to choose their bet and have a lot to process (e.g., the surrounding noises of slot 

machines, the conversations of others in the casino) that may prevent him/her from 

deliberating.  Similarly, there can be other restrictions on cognitive capacity present such 
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as alcohol consumption or fatigue.  In general, the distinction between the deliberative 

process and the spontaneous process rests on the degree to which the behavioural 

decision involves effortful thought (Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999).   

In spontaneous situations, one’s general attitudes might play a larger role and 

direct an individual’s behaviour more automatically.  In times when someone is unwilling 

or unable to invest in a deliberate evaluation of the merits and pitfalls of a given 

behaviour, the MODE model postulates that s/he is likely to fall back on default 

behavioural tendencies that may be based on his/her general attitudes (e.g., if someone 

feels positively toward gambling, s/he continues to gamble and placing high wagers)6.  In 

this context, one’s preexisting attitudes influence his/her perceptions and interpretation of 

the event (e.g., seeing a bet as more highly favourable) impacting the behavioural 

response (see Figure 1.2; Fazio, 1990; Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999).  In short, when 

one is without motivation and opportunity to deliberate, one’s attitude influences one’s 

perceptions of the characteristics of object which then results in a behavioural response 

that is congruent with one’s attitude (see Figure 1.2).  Differences between spontaneous 

and deliberative contexts regarding attitude-behaviour consistency have been shown in 

several studies (e.g., Sanbonmatsu & Fazio, 1990; Schuette & Fazio, 1995).  One might 

further extend this general logic to include personality.  In spontaneous situations 

attitudes may not be the only biasing factor.  Personality traits like impulsivity and 

sensation seeking may also colour the individual’s perceptions more when there is 

                                                
6 There is considerable evidence in the literature regarding the biasing influence of attitudes (Fazio, 
Roskos-Ewoldsen, & Powell, 1994, as cited by Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999) and how these attitudes, 
when primed, predict behaviour when the individual encounters the attitude object (Dovidio, Kawakami, 
Johnson, Johnson, & Howard, 1997; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Jackson, 1998 as cited by 
Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999). 
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Figure 1.2.  The MODE model (Fazio, 1990). 

 

 

 

 

insufficient time or motivation to deliberate than when deliberation is likely. In other 

words, default behavioural tendencies may also be based on his/her level of impulsivity. 

In line with the MODE model, erroneous perceptions and biased evaluations have 

indeed been connected with gambling behaviour (Johansson et al., 2009).  For example, 

Savoie and Ladouceur (1995) found that the probability of winning was perceived as 

being higher by the regular gamblers, as compared to occasional gamblers.  They also 

found that regular gamblers were more likely to believe that their strategies for choosing 

their lottery numbers increased their chances to win.  Likewise, beliefs that magnify one’s 

gambling skill or that support the “illusion of control” (i.e., believing skill can be applied 

to chance situations; p.83, Johansson et al., 2009) were found to result in exaggerated 

self-confidence and less awareness of the severity of losses (Toneatto, 1999).  Finally, 

gamblers tend to remember wins more than losses (Rachlin, 1990).   

Similarly norms, including perceptions of whether family and friends gamble or 

respect gambling, have been linked to gambling behaviour (Moore & Ohtsuka, 1997; 

Wood & Griffiths, 2004).  Rockloff and Dyer (2007) conducted an experiment in which 

some participants received false feedback that gamblers in adjacent rooms were playing 

and sometimes winning at the same computerized game.  They found that people who 
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received sight and sound information that other players were winning placed more bets 

and lost more money compared to those in conditions without this information, providing 

support for the influence of social context.   

Many elements of the MODE model have received empirical support in various 

behavioural contexts (e.g., Sanbonmatsu & Fazio, 1990; Schuette & Fazio, 1995); 

however, the model has not been applied to gambling.  The MODE model offers a 

framework that may help to clarify the psychological processes responsible for the 

relationship of impulsive sensation seeking and attitudes toward gambling to gambling 

behaviour, including when and why these relationships occur. 

Summary 

It is well documented that impulsivity, sensation seeking, and gambling attitudes 

predict problem gambling and gambling behaviour.  However, a number of issues 

relating to these constructs remain unresolved.  Personality and attitudes are rarely looked 

at together in the gambling literature.  Of the studies that incorporate attitudes, 

personality, and gambling behaviour (e.g., Breen & Zuckerman, 1999; Moore & Ohtsuka, 

1997), none have taken contextual factors into account.  Specifically, no studies have 

looked at how contextual factors may serve to exacerbate or attenuate these relationships 

or how contextual factors would influence perceptions of bets.  Although impulsive 

sensation seeking and attitudes are related to gambling behaviour, the precise 

psychological processes underlying these relationships are unknown.  As one review 

concluded, more experimental studies directed at the mechanisms underlying the risk 

factors are needed (Johansson et al., 2009), ideally in a controlled environment where 

extraneous variables can be ruled out. 
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Clinically, without a clearer understanding of how and why these factors are 

related to gambling, one is unable to pinpoint targets for effective and efficient 

interventions.  While knowledge of an association between personality, attitudes, and 

gambling can lead to screening for these factors to determine who is more likely to have a 

problem with gambling, factors like personality and attitudes can be very challenging to 

alter in treatment.  A better target for intervention may be to alter the gambling situation.  

Clarifying the precise contextual factors that regulate the impact of attitudes and 

personality on gambling behaviour could provide guidance to policy makers concerning 

the features of gambling settings that ought to be changed in order to reduce excessive or 

problem gambling.  This clarification could also be used to create interventions that 

sensitize people to these factors and help them develop strategies for altering or avoiding 

these situations. 

The Current Experiments 

The research consists of three experiments exploring the underlying psychological 

processes relating to the role of impulsive sensation seeking and gambling attitudes in 

gambling behaviour in a sample of university students (to maintain a relatively 

homogeneous demographic) in a laboratory setting7 (to minimize external confounds).  

The first experiment consists of two time conditions: in the first condition, participants 

are placed under time pressure to induce spontaneous behaviour, and in the other 

condition, participants are allowed time to deliberate.  There are also two bet conditions: 

one condition with four desirable bets (i.e., high likelihood of winning and good 

                                                
7 Several studies support conducting gambling studies in a laboratory setting and provide evidence of the 
ability of laboratory gambling tasks to evoke heightened levels of arousal (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999; 
Coventry & Norman, 1998; Kyngdon & Dickerson, 1999; Sharpe, 2002; Wulfred, Franco, Roland, Wang, 
& Hartley, 2004 as cited by Floyd et al., 2006). 
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payoff/minimal loss) and four ambiguous filler bets, and one condition with four 

undesirable bets (i.e., low likelihood of winning and poor payoff/higher loss) and the 

same four ambiguous filler bets.  Participants’ level of impulsive sensation seeking, 

general attitudes, and beliefs toward gambling were assessed in order to examine how the 

relationship between personality, attitudes, and betting behaviour are affected by 

spontaneous versus deliberative contexts. 

The second experiment replicates the first experiment using the same gambling 

paradigm, only the procedure also includes questions pertaining to the participants’ 

perceptions of the wagers of the various betting situations in order to determine if 

impulsive sensation seeking and attitudes influence perceptions and if these perceptions 

influence betting behaviour in the spontaneous context.  In line with the MODE model, 

perceptions should mediate the personality-behaviour and attitude-behaviour relationship.  

The third experiment includes the same gambling task and perception questions, and 

further explores responses to the ambiguous bets by eliminating the context effects of the 

high desirability/low desirability condition seen in the first two experiments.   
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENT ONE 

Overview and Hypotheses 

The first experiment was designed to meet two main goals.  The first goal was to 

test if direct connections between impulsive sensation seeking (referred to as impulsivity 

from this point on), attitudes, beliefs, and gambling behaviour exist in a context where 

many alternative contextual factors and behaviours were controlled.  For example, 

impulsivity has been correlated with drug and alcohol use (Ball, 1995; O’Sullivan, 

Zuckerman, & Kraft, 1996; Stephenson, Hoyle, Palmgreen & Slater, 2003) and length of 

play (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  In a laboratory setting it was possible to limit 

differences due to these factors, as well as other factors such as level of prior success, 

distractions, and type of gambling activity.  All participants had essentially the same 

context while participating in the same basic gambling task.  In addition, the sample of 

university undergraduate students was comparatively homogenous in terms of age and 

SES.  The second goal was to look at the processes underlying the relationships between 

personality, beliefs, and attitudinal factors and gambling behaviour.  To this end, the 

laboratory setting provided a venue to manipulate the context of the betting environment 

to create deliberative or spontaneous situations, which is difficult to do in a naturalistic 

setting.   

Participants completed a measure of impulsivity and gambling attitudes and 

gambling beliefs during a mass testing session (prescreening) held at the beginning of the 

academic year. Participants were recruited from those who completed the prescreen and 

invited to participate in a laboratory study involving a computerized gambling task.  The 

gambling task involved a card game in which the desirability of each bet was 
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manipulated by varying the probability of a win, as well as the potential payoff/loss.  In 

the high desirability condition, target bets had a high probability of a win with a large 

payoff and minimal loss, whereas the opposite was true for the low desirability condition 

(examples of bets can be found in Appendix A).  Both bet conditions had the same 

ambiguous filler bets with modest odds, payoffs and losses.  To manipulate 

spontaneity/deliberation, time was restricted in one condition to encourage spontaneity 

while the other condition had no such restriction to allow participants the time to 

deliberate.  Participants were randomly assigned to conditions. Thus, independent 

variables included impulsivity, gambling attitudes, gambling beliefs, desirability 

condition, and time condition. The dependent variables included amount bet on target 

bets and amount bet on filler bets. 

For the target bets, based on previous support for the relationship between 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs, and gambling behaviour in the literature, I predicted a 

main effect of impulsivity on amount bet, a main effect of gambling attitudes on amount 

bet, and a main effect of gambling beliefs on amount bet.  Specifically, I predicted that 

these three specific effects would reflect a positive relation between mean amount of 

points bet and impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and gambling beliefs.  I also predicted a 

main effect of the desirability of the bet, where individuals in the high desirability 

condition bet more. 

I predicted a two-way interaction between desirability and time.  It was 

anticipated that this interaction would reveal a strong relationship between manipulated 

desirability and betting behaviour in the deliberative condition.  However, in the 

spontaneous condition, it was anticipated that this effect would be lessened.  In other 
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words, it was anticipated that when people had time to deliberate, the desirability of the 

bet, which reflects the pros and cons of the betting situation, would be more predictive of 

betting behaviour.  In this case, personality and attitudinal factors would be only 

minimally influential.  In contrast, in the spontaneous condition the merits of a given 

betting situation would have less of an impact and betting would be more independent of 

how sensible that particular bet may be.   

Should this interaction be found, the question that would arise is, in situations in 

which one is no longer able to base their decision on an evaluation of the merits of a 

betting situation, what are people using to guide their behaviour? Here, the MODE model 

offers a potential explanation.  In the spontaneous condition, it was expected that 

impulsivity and attitudes and beliefs toward gambling would more strongly relate to 

betting behaviour, and the manipulated desirability of the bet would play a lesser role in 

the behavioural outcome.  I therefore expected a two-way interaction between impulsivity 

and time.  This interaction should reveal a powerful effect of impulsivity on betting 

behaviour in the spontaneous condition, as reflecting on the merits of a given bet is more 

difficult and thus less likely.  However, in the deliberative condition, it was predicted that 

this effect would be weaker.  Likewise, I expected a two-way interaction between 

gambling attitudes and time, as well as a two-way interaction between beliefs and time.  I 

anticipated that this first two-way interaction would reveal a strong relationship between 

attitudes and betting behaviour in the spontaneous condition.  Likewise, I anticipated a 

strong relationship between beliefs and betting in the spontaneous condition.  On the 

other hand, it was expected that these effects would be less pronounced in the deliberative 

condition.   
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For the filler bets, I predicted a main effect of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and 

beliefs on amount bet.  Similar to the target bets, I predicted that people scoring higher on 

impulsivity and more positively on the gambling attitudes and beliefs measures would bet 

more.  Similar to the target bets, I anticipated a two-way interaction between impulsivity 

and time, as well as two-way interactions between gambling attitudes and time, and 

between gambling beliefs and time.  It was expected that impulsivity, beliefs, and 

attitudes would relate more to betting behaviour in the spontaneous condition for the 

same reasons outlined above for the target bets.  However, I expected these two-way 

interactions to be even more pronounced for the filler bets than for the target bets because 

an ambiguous betting situation would likely be subject to stronger bias than a clearly 

desirable or undesirable betting situation (where the merits of the bet are more obvious 

and accessible). 

Because the filler bets were identical across desirability conditions and were of 

modest desirability, no clear effect of desirability was expected.  One hypothesis was that 

the desirability condition would have less of an effect on amount bet (as compared to the 

target bets) or even no effect.  On the other hand, manipulated desirability may have an 

effect.  If so, the case can be made for two possibilities.  The first possibility was that 

there would be a contrast effect: in the high desirability condition, the filler bets would 

seem worse in comparison to target bets and people would choose to bet fewer points and 

vice versa in the low desirability condition.  The second possibility was that there would 

be an assimilation effect in which the good bets of the high desirability condition would 

lead to higher betting for both target and filler bets and the opposite would occur for the 

low desirability condition.   
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Method 

Participants 

Data were originally collected from 1497 undergraduate students in an 

introductory psychology course at Queen’s University who completed a prescreening 

package including measures of gambling attitudes, beliefs, and impulsivity (measures can 

be found in Appendix B).  Of the students who completed at least one of the three 

prescreen measures a subset of 151 students (120 women, 31 men) from the PSYC 100 

Subject Pool participated in the gambling session.  There were no specific inclusion or 

exclusion criteria.  All participants were treated in accordance with the regulations of 

Queen’s University Department of Psychology, the General Research Ethics Board and 

the ethical standards outlined by the American Psychological Association. 

Design 

Experiment 1 followed a 2 (time: deliberative vs. spontaneous) x 2 (desirability: 

high vs. low) between-subjects design.   

Procedure 

Data on students’ general attitudes and beliefs toward gambling and impulsivity 

were collected as part of a prescreening package.  Prior to participating in the laboratory 

task, all students gave informed consent.  Course credit or five dollars was given for 

participation regardless of whether they completed the tasks.  Copies of the participant 

instructions, questionnaires, combined letter of information and consent form, and 

debriefing form are located in Appendices A, B and C, respectively.  The participants 

were given instructions via computer about the computerized gambling task. The 

researcher was present to answer any questions.   
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The gambling task consisted of a high-low card game.  A card appeared on 

screen. The subject chose whether the next card was likely to be higher or lower ranking 

than the card shown.  The probability of the next card being higher or lower varied 

depending on the card shown (e.g., if a queen is showing, only a king or an ace is higher, 

so if one guesses lower, they have a higher probability of winning than if the card shown 

was a seven or eight).  The level of desirability of each bet was manipulated by varying 

the probability of winning (by varying the card shown) and by manipulating the pay off 

(i.e., some potential payoffs were better than others; e.g., some cards were presented with 

the possibility of winning half the points bets, whereas others had the possibility of 

winning double the points bet) and loss (i.e., some potential losses were worse than 

others; e.g., the possibility of losing all of the points bet vs. losing half of the points bet).   

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two desirability conditions.  In 

the high desirability condition, the eight bets in the target sets were relatively good 

overall (four desirable bets with a high likelihood of winning and good payoff/minimal 

loss, and four ambiguous filler bets).  In the low desirability condition, the eight bets in 

the target sets were relatively poor overall (four undesirable bets with a low likelihood of 

winning and poor payoff/higher loss, and the same four ambiguous filler bets).   

Participants were also randomly assigned to one of two time conditions.  In the 

deliberative condition, participants had no time constraint during the betting task.  In the 

spontaneous condition, participants had a time restriction imposed and were required to 

place their bets within this short time span.  The time allotted was set to two seconds 

because pre-testing suggested that this was less time than people would choose if allowed 

to respond at their own pace, yet sufficient time to be able to place a bet. The average 
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amount of points bet for target bets was compared across the time and desirability 

conditions.  Likewise, the average amount of points bet for filler bets was compared 

across these two conditions. 

Participants were instructed that during the actual test trials they would begin with 

40 points with which to bet and told that each point was worth an entry into a draw for 

$100 to provide motivation and create a more realistic gambling scenario.  They could 

then place bets in which they could win more points (i.e., chances at the draw) or lose 

points.  Participants had the option to choose not to bet (i.e., bet zero points) and could 

bet no more than five points at a time to ensure that they would have enough points to bet 

each time (in theory; no feedback regarding points won or lost on trials was given). There 

were two sets of betting.  The first was a practice set.  The participant was given 

instructions for how to play and told that the first set of four practice bets was a trial for 

them to get used to playing and did not count toward their points.  

If a participant was assigned to the spontaneous condition, s/he had only two 

seconds to place a bet and if a bet was not placed in time, an error message stating that 

“the time limit for this question has passed” was presented, and the next trial appeared.  

All participants were presented with all eight bets and missed trials (e.g., failing to select 

the number of points for a bet or choose if the next card would be higher or lower in time) 

were treated as missing data. However, missing data for the responses for target and filler 

trials were very rare8 and the number of valid scores was not affected, as betting indices 

were averages.  The time restriction was implemented for both the practice and the target 

set, and participants were forewarned that they would need to give their responses very 

                                                
8 The average missing data for filler and target trial responses were < 1% for experiment 1, and 2% for 
experiment 2 and 3 (the latter also includes responses to perception questions for each trial) and the 
distribution of missing across the trials was random. 
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quickly.  Alternatively, if the participant was assigned to the deliberative condition, s/he 

had no time restriction when placing a bet (i.e., the next bet was presented once s/he 

made their betting choice).  For the practice set, the betting situations (with the exception 

of the time allotted) were the same across conditions.   

After completing the practice trials, respondents were able to ask any questions 

they had about the task.  They were reminded that no points had been won or lost and that 

the following bets were the ‘real’ set (i.e., points could be won or lost).  They then 

completed the target set consisting of eight9 betting opportunities with the same minimum 

and maximum bet options.  In order to ensure that prior successes or losses did not shape 

future behaviour, participants were told that they would only be given feedback about the 

results of their bets at the end of the set of eight bets.  After placing each of their bets 

during the target set, a message appeared indicating that the computer was generating a 

random card and recording the outcome to give the sense that they would indeed be 

getting a final tally of their points based on their betting performance. In fact, no outcome 

was calculated, no feedback on trials was given, and all participants had an equal chance 

of winning the draw. Participants were made aware of this at the end of the gambling task 

and during the debriefing. The time taken to place a bet (response latency) was recoded 

for all trials.  Participants were debriefed via computer following participation in the 

study. 

 

 

 

                                                
9 Eight bets were chosen so that there would be enough trials to aggregate to get a more reliable measure, 
but few enough trials that the task would not be overly lengthy or tedious. However, another number of 
trials could have been used. 
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Measures 

Target Amount Bet  

For each target and filler bet participants were able to wager zero to five points.  

To obtain an index of the amount bet, the mean number of points bet on the four target 

bets for each individual was calculated and entitled “average target bet”.  Average target 

bet scores ranged from 1.00 to 5.00 with a mean score of 3.29 (SD = 1.16).  Examining 

the histogram and calculating the indices of skewness and kurtosis evaluated normality.  

A distribution was considered non-skewed if the skewness index fell inside the range of 

+/- 2 and non-kurtotic if the kurtosis index fell inside the range of +/-7 (West, Finch, & 

Curran, 1995).  Skewness was -0.12 (SE = 0.20) and kurtosis was -1.32 (SE = 0.39).  

Both indices were in the acceptable range10. 

Filler Amount Bet  

Likewise, the mean number of points bet on the four filler bets for each individual 

was calculated and entitled “average filler bet”.  Average filler bet scores ranged from 

1.00 to 5.00 with a mean score of 3.32 (SD = 0.84).   

Gambling Beliefs  

The positive or negative beliefs about gambling behaviour were measured using 

the Gambling Attitudes and Beliefs Scale (GABS; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  The 

GABS consisted of 35 items describing gambling beliefs, cognitive biases and attitudes 

(e.g., “casinos are glamorous, exciting places”) that represented one broad factor (Breen 

& Zuckerman, 1999; Strong, Breen, & Lejuez, 2004).  The respondent answered from 

one (strongly agree) to four (strongly disagree) on each item, based on what best 

                                                
10 For all subsequent measures for all three studies a check of skewness and kurtosis was performed and the 
data always met the noted assumptions for a normal distribution. 
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describes how s/he feels.  For the 1098 Queen’s University students who completed at 

least 32 of the 35 GABS items in the prescreening package, internal reliability, or 

Cronbach’s alpha, was .92.  This finding was consistent with previous reports for GABS 

in which Cronbach’s alpha ranged from .89 to .93 (with students and pathological 

samples; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999; Strong et al., 2004).   

Pertaining to the current experiment, 123 of the 151 participants who completed 

this experiment answered at least 32 of the 35 GABS items and scores for participants 

who did not respond to at least 32 items were treated as missing data for the purposes of 

the analyses (i.e., no more than 10% missing responses was the standard set to consider 

the score meaningful)11.  I scored the GABS by taking a mean score of the GABS items; I 

also re-coded the GABS so that higher scores reflected more positive attitudes and beliefs 

about gambling12.  Scores ranged from 1.09 to 3.63 with a mean score of 1.92 (SD = 

0.53). The GABS score variable will be referred to as beliefs. 

Gambling Attitudes  

The positive or negative gambling attitudes were measured using 10 semantic 

differentials.  Respondents were asked to circle a number along a scale from one to six 

that in his/her judgment described gambling (instructions were modified from Laditka, 

Fischer, Laditka, & Segal, 2004 and adjectives were modified from Ishige & Hayashi, 

                                                
11 Missing data for the GABS scores ranged from 10% (experiment 3) to 19% (experiment 1). When 
analyses were rerun using mean scores for the beliefs, impulsivity, and attitudes measures that did not 
include the criteria of meeting a minimum number of items, there was no substantive change in the results. 
 
12 Previous studies have totaled the items for a score between 35 and 140. Based on this scoring system, the 
mean of our sample would be 67.20 (SD = 18.55). This total is lower than previous studies with non-
pathological student populations (e.g., Strong et al., 2004: M = 79.50, SD = 15.23; Breen & Zuckerman, 
1999: M = 76.07, SD = 14.89), which is expected as these studies specifically use students who are 
recreational gamblers, whereas the present sample is likely to also include students with very little to no 
gambling experience. 
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2005).  The respondent’s first impression or immediate feeling about each item was 

requested.  For example: 

Safe     Harmful   
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
Miserable    Merry 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

For the 1309 Psyc100 undergraduates who completed at least 9 of 10 semantic 

differentials, Cronbach’s alpha was .88, indicating good internal reliability.  Of the 

present sample, 132 of 151 participants responded to at least 9 of the 10 semantic 

differentials. Like for the GABS, scores for participants who did not respond to at least 9 

items were treated as missing data (again, no more than 10% missing responses was the 

standard set to consider the score meaningful)13.  Calculating the mean for these items 

gave a score for each participant.  The overall mean score for this sample was 2.63 (SD = 

0.86) and scores ranged from 1.00 to 4.60.  Higher scores indicated more positive 

attitudes toward gambling.   

Impulsive Sensation Seeking  

The Impulsive Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 1994).  Of the 1388 students 

who completed a minimum of 18 of 19 impulsivity items, Cronbach’s alpha was .82, 

indicating good internal reliability, and was consistent with previous studies.  For 

instance, good internal consistency for impulsivity was found in a sample of students 

(Cronbach’s alpha = .84) and non-students (Cronbach’s alpha = .87; McDaniel & Mahan, 

2008; consistent with alphas reported in Zuckerman, 1994, 1996).  The internal 

consistency for impulsivity is comparable or more favourable than other measures of 

                                                
13 Missing data for the attitudes scores ranged from <1% (experiment 1) to 8% (experiment 2). 
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sensation seeking (e.g., SSS-V and CSI, McDaniel & Mahan, 2008; Stephenson et al., 

2003). 

Of the 151 participants who participated in the present experiment, all but one 

participant completed at least 18 of the 19 impulsivity items (scores for participants who 

did not respond to at least 18 items were treated as missing data)14.  Obtaining the mean 

for these items resulted in the impulsivity score for each participant.  The impulsivity 

scores for these participants ranged from 0.00 to 0.95 with a mean score of 0.46 (SD = 

0.23)15.  Higher scores indicated higher levels of impulsive sensation seeking.   

Results 

Correlations among Continuous Independent Variables 

Prior to conducting the main analyses, an initial check of the validity of the three 

measures was conducted.  Scores were examined to see if they were associated with one 

another in the expected ways.  To begin, while the semantic differential measure of 

gambling attitudes was not previously used in the gambling literature, I expected that 

more positive attitudes on the semantic differentials would correspond to more positive 

beliefs on the GABS.  A positive correlation was anticipated as the higher the beliefs 

score, the more positive the gambling attitudes and beliefs.  Indeed, in the prescreen 

sample a significant positive correlation was found between beliefs and the gambling 

attitudes (semantic differentials) scores (r = .51, p < .01, n = 1244).   

                                                
14 Missing data for the impulsivity scores ranged from 3% (experiment 2) to 13% (experiment 1). 
 
15 By multiplying this mean by the number of items (M = 8.74, SD = 4.37), it is possible to see that this 
mean is reasonable as it is lower than scores from a sample of prostitutes (M = 11.41, SD = 4.00; 
O’Sullivan et al., 1996) and slightly higher than samples of adults from the community (M = 7.50, SD = 
4.33; McDaniel & Zuckerman, 2003; M = 7.56, SD = 3.74; O’Sullivan et al., 1996). 
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Because positive gambling beliefs as measured by the GABS have been linked to 

higher levels of impulsivity in the literature (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999), a significant 

positive correlation between the beliefs and impulsivity scores was expected.  Consistent 

with this expectation, a positive correlation was found (r = .17, p < .01, n = 1238).  This 

correlation is similar to previous findings. Breen and Zuckerman (1999) found 

correlations between the impulsive subscale of the impulsivity and beliefs (r = .13, p < 

.05) and the sensation seeking subscale of impulsivity and beliefs (r = .22, p < .01).  For 

similar reasons a positive correlation between gambling attitudes as measured by the 

semantic differentials and impulsivity scores was anticipated.  Gambling attitudes and 

impulsivity scores were significantly positively correlated (r = .18, p < .01, n = 1316).  

The consistency between the current findings and past research and expectation provided 

confidence in the measures. 

Main analyses 

For the main analyses, one approach would be to combine all scales together; 

however, I chose to keep the impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs analyses separate for 

several reasons. The first reason was that putting all these scales together in one analysis 

would lead to a 14%-20%16 loss of participants, as it requires valid data for individuals on 

all three scales. The second reason was that specifying a more complex model would 

result in less power with a smaller sample size17. The third reason was that I did not have 

any specific predictions for many interactions in the combined model, including higher-

order interactions and interactions among attitudes, beliefs, and impulsivity (my focus 

was on the effects of time and desirability with each of these variables). However, 

                                                
16 Twenty percent for experiment one, 14% for experiment two and 14% for experiment three. 
 
17 and would potentially have issues with multicollinearity. 
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conducting the analyses separately meant that many effects carry over from one analysis 

to the next. For this reason, the full set of effects was described in the first analysis (with 

impulsivity) and the duplicate effects was only reported in the subsequent analyses if they 

changed substantially. 

Impulsivity and Target Bets  

The effect of the independent variable impulsivity on the dependent variable 

average target bet was explored in a univariate general linear model.  The centered 

(Aiken & West, 1991) continuous variable impulsivity was entered as the predictor 

variable.  A dummy variable representing the desirability condition (i.e., high or low 

desirability) and a dummy variable representing the time condition (i.e., spontaneous or 

deliberative) were entered into the model.  Average target bet was entered as the 

dependent variable.  All possible two-way and three-way interactions were entered into 

the model as predictors of the dependent variable. 

Main Effects 

A main effect of desirability was anticipated in which participants in the high 

desirability betting condition were expected to wager more points than participants in the 

low desirability condition on target bets.  Indeed, this was the case, participants in the 

high desirability condition bet more (M = 4.23) than those in the low desirability 

condition (M = 2.36), F(1,142) = 266.95, p < .01.  While no main effect of time was 

predicted, participants in the spontaneous time condition bet more overall (M = 3.43) 

compared to those in the deliberative condition (M = 3.16), F(1,142) = 5.46, p < .05.  It 

was expected that impulsivity would have a main effect on average target bet; however, 

no significant main effect was found: F(1,142) = 0.72, p = .40.   
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Two-way Interactions  

A desirability by time interaction was anticipated, specifically the relationship 

between desirability and betting behaviour was predicted to be stronger in the 

deliberative condition.  However, no such interaction was found, F(1,142) = 0.08, p = 

.78.  I expected a time by impulsivity interaction in which the relationship between 

impulsivity and betting behaviour was stronger in the spontaneous condition, but no 

interaction was found, F(1,142) = 0.22, p = .64.  A desirability by impulsivity interaction 

was not predicted and was not found: F(1,142) = 0.05, p = .82. 

Three-way interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected and none was found: F(1,142) = 0.43, p = 

.51. 

Gambling Attitudes and Target Bets 

The effect of the independent variable gambling attitudes (as measured by 

semantic differentials) on the dependent variable average target bet was explored in a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered continuous variable gambling attitudes was 

entered as the predictor variable.  Again, a dummy variable representing the desirability 

condition and a dummy variable representing the time condition were entered into the 

model.  All possible two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as 

predictors of the dependent variable, average target bet. 

Main Effects  

It was expected that gambling attitudes would have a main effect on average 

target bet; however, no significant main effect was found: F(1,124) = 0.11, p = .74.   
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Two-way Interactions  

A time by gambling attitudes interaction in which the relationship between 

attitudes and betting behaviour was stronger in the spontaneous condition was expected, 

but was not found F(1,124) = 0.04, p = .84.  Last, a desirability by gambling attitudes 

interaction was not predicted and was not found: F(1,124) = 0.79, p = .38. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected; however, a three-way interaction among 

desirability, time, and attitudes was seen F(1,124) = 3.80, p < .05 (see Table 2.1).  The 

table reflects the unstandardized regression coefficients for attitudes predicting the 

average amount bet on target bets for each combination of desirability and time.  While it 

was expected that attitudes would influence betting behaviour more in the spontaneous 

condition, this was not the case.  In the spontaneous condition, attitudes did not exert 

much of an influence in either desirability condition.  In the deliberative condition 

attitudes had more of an influence, particularly in the low desirability condition 

(however, note that none of the individual regression coefficients reached significance).  

When compared to people with more negative attitudes, given time to deliberate people 

with more positive attitudes toward betting had a trend toward betting more in the high 

desirability condition.  In contrast, in the low desirability condition people with more 

positive attitudes tended to be more restrained and bet less.  It appears that people with 

positive attitudes adjusted their betting strategy in a more extreme way in response to the 

desirability condition, whereas people with negative attitudes did not seem to be driven 

by the desirability condition in the same way18.  However, given that the individual 

                                                
18 The data were examined to see if there was a floor effect (i.e., people with negative attitudes made very 
low bets thus suppressing the ability of other factors to influence their bets). No floor effect was found. 
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regression coefficients did not reach significance and given that this interaction was not 

predicted, these results should be interpreted with caution. 

Table 2.1.  Unstandardized regression coefficients for attitudes predicting average 
amount bet on target bets as a function of desirability condition and time condition  
 
 Deliberative Spontaneous 
Low Desirability 
 

-0.21+ 0.04 

High Desirability 0.19 -0.11 
   
+p < .15 

Gambling Beliefs and Target Bets 

The effect of beliefs as measured by GABS on average target bet was examined 

using another univariate general linear model.  The centered continuous variable beliefs 

was entered as the predictor variable.  As before, dummy variables for the desirability 

and time conditions were entered into the model.  Average target bet was entered as the 

dependent variable.  Similar to the other models, all two-way and three-way interactions 

were entered into the model as predictors of the dependent variable. 

Main Effects  

It was expected that beliefs would have a main effect; however, no main effect 

was found: F(1,115) = 0.39, p = .53.   

Two-way Interactions  

A time by beliefs interaction in which the relationship between beliefs and betting 

behaviour was stronger in the spontaneous condition was anticipated, but was not seen 

F(1,115) = 0.15, p = .70.  A desirability by beliefs interaction was not predicted and was 

not found: F(1,115) = 0.00, p = .98. 

                                                                                                                                            
People in the bottom third of attitudes scores (with the most negative attitudes) had target bets ranging form 
1.25 points to 5 points and 50% of these individuals had an average target bet of more than 3 points. 
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Three-way interaction  

No three-way interaction was predicted and none was seen: F(1,115) = 0.05, p = 

.82. 

Impulsivity and Filler Bets  

The effect of the independent variable impulsivity on the dependent variable 

average filler bet was explored in a univariate general linear model.  The centered 

continuous variable impulsivity was entered as the predictor variable.  Dummy variables 

representing the time and desirability conditions were entered into the model.  All two-

way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as predictors of the average 

filler bet, the dependent variable. 

Main Effects 

While no definite prediction for desirability was made for filler bets, there was a 

main effect of desirability indicating a contrast effect.  Specifically, participants in the 

high desirability condition tended to wager fewer points (M = 3.17) on filler bets than 

participants in the low desirability condition (M = 3.49), F(1,142) = 5.34, p < .05.  No 

main effect of time was predicted and indeed none was found, F(1,142) = 0.67, p = .42.  

It was expected that impulsivity would have a main effect on average filler bet; however, 

no significant main effect was found: F(1,142) = 0.74, p = .40.   

Two-way Interactions  

No desirability by time interaction was predicted nor found for filler bets, 

F(1,142) = 0.07, p = .79.  A time by impulsivity interaction in which the relationship 

between impulsivity and betting behaviour was greater in the spontaneous condition was 
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predicted but not found, F(1,142) = 0.11, p = .74.  A desirability by impulsivity 

interaction was not predicted and was not found, F(1,142) = 2.02, p = .16. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected.  However, there was a three-way 

interaction among desirability, time, and impulsivity interaction, F(1,142) = 3.80, p < .05 

(see Table 2.2).  Table 2.2 depicts the unstandardized regression coefficients for 

impulsivity predicting the average amount bet on filler bets for each combination of 

desirability and time.  While it was expected that impulsivity would have a stronger 

relationship to betting in the spontaneous condition, this was not the case for either 

desirability condition.   

In the deliberative condition impulsivity had a stronger effect, specifically in the 

high desirability condition.  When given time to deliberate people with higher levels of 

impulsivity bet more on filler bets in the high desirability condition compared to those 

with lower levels of impulsivity.  In the low desirability condition, people with higher 

levels of impulsivity had a non-significant tendency to be more restrained and bet less on 

filler bets relative to those with lower levels of impulsivity.  When given time to 

deliberate, it appears that the lower the level of impulsivity, the greater the contrast effect.  

Table 2.2.  Unstandardized regression coefficients for impulsivity predicting average 
amount bet on filler bets as a function of desirability condition and time condition  
 
 Deliberative Spontaneous 
Low Desirability 
 

-0.66 0.32 

High Desirability 1.37* 0.00  
   
*p < .05 
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Gambling Attitudes and Filler Bets 

The effect of the independent variable gambling attitudes on the dependent 

variable average filler bet was explored with a univariate general linear model.  The 

centered gambling attitudes scores were entered into the model as a predictor variable.  

Two dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition 

and the time condition.  Average filler bet was entered as the dependent variable.  Again, 

all two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as predictors of the 

dependent variable. 

Main Effects  

It was expected that gambling attitudes would have a main effect on average filler 

bet, but no significant main effect was found, F(1,124) = 0.05, p = .82.   

Two-way interactions  

A time by gambling attitudes interaction in which the relationship between 

attitudes and betting behaviour was stronger in the spontaneous condition was expected, 

but was not found, F(1,124) = 0.34, p = .56.  Finally, a desirability by gambling attitudes 

interaction was not predicted and was not found, F(1,124) = 0.72, p = .40. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected and none was found, F(1,124) = 1.58, p = 

.21. 

Gambling Beliefs and Filler Bets 

The effect of the independent variable beliefs on the dependent variable average 

filler bet was explored using a univariate general linear model.  The centered beliefs 

scores were entered as the predictor variable.  Like the other models, dummy variables 
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were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and the time condition.  

Average filler bet was entered as the dependent variable.  All two-way and three-way 

interactions were entered into the model as predictors of average filler bet. 

Main Effects  

I anticipated a main effect of beliefs on average filler bet, but no main effect was 

seen, F(1,115) = 0.45, p = .50.   

Two-way Interactions  

A time by beliefs interaction showing a stronger relationship between beliefs and 

betting behaviour in the spontaneous condition was expected, but not seen, F(1,115) = 

0.00, p = .99.  A desirability by beliefs interaction was not predicted and was not found, 

F(1,115) = 0.04, p = .84. 

Three-way Interaction 

No three-way interaction was predicted and none was found, F(1,115) = 0.37, p = 

.54. 

Discussion 

For the target bets, main effects of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and beliefs on 

amount bet were predicted based on previous literature describing a relationship between 

these factors and gambling.  Specifically, I anticipated that people with higher levels of 

impulsivity and more positive gambling attitudes and beliefs would bet more.  However, 

no main effects of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and beliefs on target bets were found.  

It may be that these factors do not directly effect betting behaviour, but relate to betting in 

less direct ways.  For example, these factors may colour perceptions that then may or may 

not lead to a consistent gambling behaviour. 
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I also predicted a main effect of the desirability of the bet on target bets, where 

individuals in the high desirability condition bet more, and this was indeed the case.  A 

main effect of the time condition was not expected, but one was found: overall, 

participants in the spontaneous condition bet more on target bets.  It may be that 

regardless of whether bets are clearly positive or negative, the added excitement or 

pressure of a time limit encouraged higher betting. 

I had predicted a two-way interaction between desirability and time for target 

bets.  It was thought that in the deliberative condition, the manipulated desirability of the 

bet would be more predictive of betting behaviour.  However, this interaction was not 

found.  One may be tempted to think that the pros and cons of the target bets were so 

obvious that the merits remained easily accessible even in the spontaneous condition or 

that the manipulation was not strong enough between the deliberative and spontaneous 

conditions (i.e., no one was being deliberative and therefore behaviour did not change 

much in the spontaneous condition or the time restraint was not restrictive enough).  

However, this manipulation did have an effect in two of the possible 3-way interactions.  

It appears that both variables (time and desirability) were indeed impactful, just not in the 

expected ways. 

Two-way interactions between impulsivity by time, attitudes by time, and beliefs 

by time were expected.  It was expected that impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs would 

relate more strongly to betting behaviour in the spontaneous condition.  However, these 

interactions were not seen.  Again, as desirability was such an influential factor, it may be 

that it was the most accessible and influential factor in both time conditions. 
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A three-way interaction was not predicted, but a three-way interaction among 

desirability, time, and attitudes emerged.  The anticipated attitude by time interaction 

emerged most strongly in the low desirability condition.  While it was expected that the 

attitude-behaviour relationship would be stronger in the spontaneous condition, the 

reverse occurred: the attitude-behaviour relationship was stronger in the deliberative 

condition.  It appears that the attitude-behaviour relationship is not a lower-order process, 

but rather emerges as a deliberative process.  Specifically, positive attitudes tend to 

polarize gambling behaviour when the participant has time to reflect on their choice.  

However, while this is an intriguing finding, it should be interpreted with caution, as 

none of the individual regression coefficients reached significance. 

For the filler bets, I had expected a main effect of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, 

and beliefs on amount bet.  None of these main effects were seen.  Again, it may be that 

these factors do not directly result in behaviour but are connected to gambling through 

another variable or process (e.g., perceptions).  No main effect of time was expected and 

none was found.  No clear effect of desirability was expected for filler bets, although 

several possibilities were put forth (e.g., assimilation effect, contrast effect).  A main 

effect of desirability was found, indicating a contrast effect.  Based on the resulting 

pattern of betting, it seems that ambiguous bets were seen more positively in the low 

desirability condition and more negatively in the high desirability condition.  However, 

the present experiment does not directly tell us about perceptions – a proximal cause of 

betting behaviour. 

I had anticipated two-way interactions between impulsivity by time, attitudes by 

time, and beliefs by time, but once again, none of these interactions occurred.  Although 
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the filler bets were ambiguous, the context of the desirability condition may have been 

the most influential factor regardless of the time condition.  An unexpected three-way 

interaction among desirability, time, and impulsivity emerged.  The predictive value of 

impulsivity was strongest in the high desirability deliberative condition.  It may be that in 

the spontaneous condition, all participants are encouraged to act more impulsively and 

differences in impulsivity are therefore eliminated.  Alternatively it may be that, as with 

attitudes and target bets, impulsivity is not a lower-order process but rather emerges in 

deliberative contexts.   

 The first goal of this experiment was to test if direct connections between 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs and gambling behaviour exist in a context where many 

additional contextual factors and behaviours (e.g., type of gambling activity, length of 

play, alcohol use) were restricted.  Based on the results of this experiment, direct 

connections between these factors and betting did not occur.  The second goal of this 

experiment was to look at the underlying processes between personality, attitudes, and 

beliefs and gambling behaviour by manipulating the betting situation to be either 

spontaneous or deliberative.  It appeared that betting behaviour did change based on the 

context, but not in the expected directions.  A closer look into the processes that drive 

betting behaviour is therefore warranted. 

While many of the predictions of the connection of impulsivity, attitudes, and 

beliefs to gambling behaviour did not come to be, it could be useful to look at the 

relationship of these factors to people’s perceptions of gambling situations.  Perhaps the 

more immediate effect of these factors on perception would be apparent, as these 

relationships are likely to be stronger than the effect on the final outcome of gambling 
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behaviour.  In other words, it could be that these factors effect perception, but the 

influence of perception on behaviour is weak and not always driving the bets.  To explore 

perception’s role in the process, a second experiment was conducted. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT TWO 
 

Overview and Hypotheses 

The first goal of this experiment was a conceptual replication of experiment one, 

which looked at the relationship between personality (i.e., impulsivity), beliefs, and 

attitudes about gambling and betting behaviour, and whether this relationship is more 

prominent when behaviour is spontaneous (i.e., when time is restricted).  The second goal 

was also to explore the role of perceptions in the betting process.  Biased perceptions 

including erroneous evaluations of probability of betting situations have been connected 

to gambling behaviour (Johansson et al., 2009; Savoie & Ladouceur, 1995).  However, 

the role of perceptions in the process linking impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs to betting 

behaviour has not yet been directly tested.  The aim was thus to clarify the connections 

between perceptions, impulsivity, beliefs, and attitudes to betting behaviour.  This 

experiment consisted of the same betting paradigm as experiment one, but also included 

perception questions to examine whether impulsivity, beliefs, and attitudes about 

gambling colour perceptions about a given wager and whether these perceptions then 

guide betting behaviour.   

Given that experiment two is largely a replication of experiment one, no main 

effects19 or two-way interactions involving impulsivity, attitudes, or beliefs on target or 

filler betting were anticipated. Consistent with the findings of experiment one, I 

anticipated a main effect of the desirability condition on target bets, where individuals in 
                                                
19 Originally we expected main effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs; but no main effects of these 
variables on target bets emerged in experiment one.  It may be that these variables exert their influence on 
perceptions, which then may or may not lead to consistent betting behaviour. Alternatively, it may also be 
that impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs have weak effects on behaviour and we may not have enough 
statistical power to pick up these effects, whereas we may see their more immediate effects on perceptions.  
Another possibility is that these variables have direct effects on betting, but because we did not solicit input 
on participant’s perceptions (which may change the process) these effects were not seen in experiment one.  
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the high desirability condition bet more and a main effect of the desirability condition on 

filler bets, indicating a contrast effect.  As a main effect of time on target betting was 

found in experiment one, I expected the same effect of time in experiment two, 

specifically participants in the spontaneous condition will bet more.  Based on the 

findings of experiment one, a possible three-way interaction among desirability, time, and 

attitudes interaction was expected for target betting, with attitudes having a stronger 

relationship with betting in the deliberative condition, particularly for low desirability 

bets. I also anticipated a three-way interaction among impulsivity, desirability, and time 

consistent with experiment one to emerge with a stronger effect of impulsivity on filler 

betting in the deliberate condition, particularly in the high desirability condition. 

The role of perceptions was also explored in this experiment.  Based on the 

literature linking impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs to gambling, I hypothesized that 

higher levels of impulsivity, more positive attitudes, and more positive beliefs about 

gambling would lead to more positive perceptions of both target and filler bets.  With 

regard to target bets, a main effect of the desirability condition on perceptions of target 

bets was anticipated with more positive perceptions in the high desirability condition 

consistent with the effect of desirability on betting seen in experiment one.  Because a 

main effect of time was seen in experiment one, with participants in the spontaneous 

condition betting more on target bets, it was anticipated that a main effect of time would 

be seen with regard to the perceptions of these bets: participants in the spontaneous 

condition were expected to view target bets more positively. 

Extending the original predictions based on the MODE model from experiment 

one from predicting betting behaviour to predicting perception of bets, a two-way time by 
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desirability interaction was predicted.  It was anticipated that the relationship between the 

desirability condition and perceptions would be strongest in the deliberative condition 

and weaker in the spontaneous condition.  In the deliberative condition the pros and cons 

of the bet would be more predictive of perceptions, whereas in the spontaneous condition 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs would be more predictive of perceptions.  Impulsivity 

by time, attitudes by time, and beliefs by time interactions were predicted, with stronger 

relationships between impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs and perceptions of target bets 

occurring in the spontaneous condition.  No other two-way interactions were expected.  

No three-way interactions were predicted. 

 Concerning perceptions of filler bets, a main effect of the desirability condition 

was anticipated consistent with the effect of desirability on betting seen in experiment 

one; specifically a contrast effect was anticipated in which filler bets would be seen more 

negatively in the high desirability condition (in which the filler bets would appear more 

negative next to the good bets) and vice versa for the low desirability condition.  No main 

effect of time was expected. 

Similar to perceptions of target bets, a two-way time by desirability interaction 

was predicted based on an extension of the MODE model with regard to perceptions of 

filler bets.  It was anticipated that the relationship between the desirability condition and 

perceptions would be strongest in the deliberative condition and weaker in the 

spontaneous condition.  Also, impulsivity by time, attitudes by time, and beliefs by time 

interactions were anticipated: it was expected that stronger relationships between 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs and perceptions of filler bets would emerge in the 

spontaneous condition.  No three-way interactions were predicted. Finally, it was 
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expected that perceptions of target and filler bets would predict betting behaviour.  

Specifically, I anticipated that more positive perceptions would result in an increase in 

wagers. 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were recruited from the same pool of 1497 undergraduate students 

from the Queen’s University Introduction to Psychology (PSYC 100) Subject Pool.  Of 

the students who completed at least one of the three prescreen measures a subset of 156 

students (111 women, 36 men, 9 unknown sex) from the PSYC 100 Subject Pool 

participated in the gambling session.  There were no specific inclusion or exclusion 

criteria with the exception that none had participated in experiment one.  Again, all 

participants were treated in accordance with the regulations of Queen’s University 

Department of Psychology, the General Research Ethics Board and the ethical standards 

outlined by the American Psychological Association.   

Design 

As with experiment one, a 2 (time: deliberative vs. spontaneous) x 2 (desirability: 

high vs. low) between-subjects design was used in this experiment.   

Procedure 

The procedure for experiment two was essentially the same as the procedure for 

experiment one.  Data on students’ general attitudes and beliefs toward gambling and 

impulsivity were collected as part of a PSYC 100 prescreening package.  All students 

gave informed consent and participants could withdraw from the experiment at any time 

without consequence.  Participants completed the same gambling task described in 
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experiment one, with one exception: before placing each bet, all participants answered 

three perception questions on a 7-point scale from -3 to 3: 

1) Once you know the results of this bet, how do you expect to feel? (-3 terrible to  
3 wonderful) 
 
2) How much do you expect to lose or win on this bet? (-3 very big loss to 3 very  
big gain) 
 
3) How confident are you that you will win this bet? (-3 not confident to 3 very  
confident) 
 
As before, participants were randomly assigned to one of the two desirability 

conditions and one of two time conditions.  If participants were in the spontaneous 

condition, they had two seconds to complete each perception question.  If they were in 

the deliberative condition, there was no time limit imposed for the perception questions.  

The average amount of betting for target and filler bets was compared across conditions, 

as were the average response to the three perception questions.  Participants were 

debriefed via computer following participation in the study. 

Measures 

Target Amount Bet  

For additional details on the measures target and filler amount bet, please refer to 

experiment one.  Average target bet scores ranged from 0.75 to 5.00 with a mean score of 

3.22 (SD = 1.24)20.   

Filler Amount Bet  

Average filler bet scores ranged from 0.67 to 5.00 with a mean score of 3.36 (SD 

= 0.92).   

 

                                                
20 There were no significant differences in target amount bet between experiments 1 and 2; no significant 
differences in filler amount bet among experiments 1, 2, and 3; and no significant differences in perceptions 
of filler bets between experiments 2 and 3. 
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Perceptions of Target Bets 

 The perception questions, evaluated by participants on a scale from -3 to 3, were 

recorded as scores ranging from 1 to 7 for purposes of analyses, with 1 representing 

negative perceptions and 7 representing positive perceptions.  The three perception 

questions for each bet correlated from .62 to .89.  Because of the high degree of 

correlation, these three judgments were averaged to provide an index of the perceived 

desirability of each target bet (target bet perception).  The target bet perception scores 

ranged from 2.25 to 7.00, with a mean of 5.16 (SD = 1.04).   

Perception of Filler Bets 

 The perception questions of filler bets had also been evaluated by participants on 

a scale from -3 to 3 and were converted to scores ranging from 1 to 7 for the purpose of 

analyses, with 1 representing the most negative perceptions and 7 representing the most 

positive perceptions.  Similar to perceptions of target bets, the three perception questions 

correlations for each bet ranged from .65 to .85.  Again, due to the high degree of 

correlation, the three perception questions were averaged to give an index of perceived 

desirability of each filler bet (filler bet perception).  The filler bet perception scores 

ranged from 1.83 to 7.00 (M = 5.04, SD = 0.83).  

Gambling Beliefs  

The positive or negative beliefs about gambling behaviour were measured using 

the Gambling Attitudes and Beliefs Scale (GABS; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  For more 

information on this measure, please refer to experiment one. 

For experiment two, 138 of 156 participants who completed the computer task 

answered at least 32 of the 35 GABS items.  As before, I scored beliefs by taking a mean 
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score of the GABS items.  Scores were recoded so that higher scores reflect more positive 

attitudes and beliefs about gambling21.  Participants’ scores ranged from 1.09 to 3.17 with 

a mean score of 1.90 (SD = 0.48).   

Gambling Attitudes  

The positive or negative gambling attitudes were measured using 10 semantic 

differentials.  For more information on this measure, please refer to experiment one.   

Of experiment two’s sample, 143 of 156 participants responded to at least 9 of the 

10 semantic differentials.  Calculating the mean for these items provided a score for each 

participant.  The mean score for the present sample was 2.77 (SD = 0.86) and scores 

ranged from 1.00 to 4.80.  Higher scores indicated more positive attitudes toward 

gambling.   

Impulsivity 

The Impulsive Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 1994) was used.  For more 

information on this measure please refer to experiment one.   

Of the 156 participants who participated in experiment two, 152 completed at 

least 18 of the 19 impulsivity items.  The impulsivity scores for these participants ranged 

from 0.00 to 1.00 with a mean score of 0.46 (SD = 0.23)22; higher scores indicated higher 

levels of impulsivity.   

                                                
21 Previous studies have scored the items for a total between 35 and 140 and based on this scoring system, 
the mean of our sample is 66.50 (SD = 16.80). Consistent with study one (M = 67.20, SD = 18.55), this total 
is lower than previous studies with non-pathological student populations (e.g., Strong et al., 2004: M = 
79.50, SD = 15.23), which was expected because those studies specifically recruited students who were 
recreational gamblers, whereas the current sample included students with little to no gambling experience. 
 
22 As with study one, by multiplying this mean by the number of items (M = 8.74, SD = 4.37), it appears 
that this mean is within the expected range as it is lower than scores from a sample of prostitutes (M = 
11.41, SD = 4.00; O’Sullivan et al., 1996) and higher than samples of adults from the community (e.g., M = 
7.50, SD = 4.33; McDaniel & Zuckerman, 2003). It is also identical to the mean of study one. 
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Results 

Impulsivity and Target Bets  

Similar to experiment one, the effect of the independent variable impulsivity on 

the dependent variable average target bet was examined in a univariate general linear 

model.  The centered continuous variable impulsivity was entered as the predictor 

variable.  A dummy variable representing the desirability condition and a dummy 

variable representing the time condition were entered into the model.  All possible two-

way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as predictors of the 

dependent variable. 

Main Effects 

A main effect of desirability was expected in which participants in the high 

desirability condition were anticipated to bet more than participants in the low 

desirability condition on target bets.  Consistent with experiment one, participants in the 

high desirability condition bet more (M = 4.16) than those in the low desirability 

condition (M = 2.30), F(1,144) = 192.44, p < .01.  While a main effect of time was seen 

in experiment one, a main effect of time was not found in the present experiment, 

F(1,144) = 0.28, p = .60.  No main effect of impulsivity on average target bet was 

anticipated and indeed, none was found: F(1,144) = 2.26, p = .14.   

Two-way Interactions  

As no two-way interactions were found to be significant in experiment one and a 

goal of the current experiment was to replicate experiment one’s findings, no two-way 

interactions were expected.  As anticipated, no two-way interactions reached 

significance: desirability by time interaction, F(1,144) = 1.55, p = .22; time by 
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impulsivity, F(1,144) = 1.24, p = .27; desirability by impulsivity, F(1,144) = 0.10, p = 

.75. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected and none was found, F(1,144) = 0.05, p = 

.83. 

Gambling Attitudes and Target Bets 

The effect of gambling attitudes on average target bet was explored in a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered continuous variable gambling attitudes was entered as 

the predictor variable.  A dummy variable representing the desirability condition and a 

dummy variable representing the time condition were entered into the model.  All 

possible two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as predictors of 

the dependent variable, average target bet. 

Main Effects  

No main effect of gambling attitudes was expected and this was the case, F(1,135) 

= 0.84, p = .36.   

Two-way Interactions  

No two-way interactions were predicted and none were seen: time by gambling 

attitudes, F(1,135) = 1.35, p = .25; desirability by gambling attitudes, F(1,135) = 2.17, p 

= .14.  However, the desirability by time interaction was marginally significant, F(1,135) 

= 2.95, p = .09.  The strength of the desirability condition tended to be greater in the 

deliberative condition than in the spontaneous condition (see Tables 3.1).  In other words, 

as would be expected, the manipulation of desirability worked better when participants 

could think more about the specific pros and cons of a bet. 
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Table 3.1.  Means of target bet as a function of desirability condition and time condition 

 Mean S.E. 
Deliberative 
 
        High desirability 
 

 
 
4.33 

 
 
0.14 

        Low desirability 2.22 0.14 
   
Spontaneous 
 

  

        High desirability 
 

4.01 0.14 

        Low desirability 2.38 0.14 
   
 
Three-way Interaction  

A three-way interaction among desirability, time, and attitudes interaction was 

seen in experiment one, but this three-way interaction did not replicate in the present 

experiment, F(1,135) = 0.83, p = .36.   

Gambling Beliefs and Target Bets 

The effect of gambling beliefs on average target bet was examined using another 

univariate general linear model.  The centered continuous beliefs variable was entered as 

the predictor variable.  Dummy variables for the desirability and time conditions were 

entered into the model.  Average target bet was entered as the dependent variable.  

Similar to the other models, all two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the 

model as predictors of the dependent variable. 

Main Effects  

No main effect of beliefs was expected and no main effect was found, F(1,130) = 

2.17, p = .14.   
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Two-way Interactions  

Because no two-way interactions were seen in experiment one, no two-way 

interactions were anticipated to reach significance in the present experiment.  As 

expected, no two-way interactions were seen: time by beliefs interaction, F(1,130) = 

0.11, p = .74; desirability by beliefs interaction, F(1,130) = 0.04, p = .84. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was predicted and none was seen, F(1,130) = 0.30, p = 

.58. 

Impulsivity and Filler Bets  

The effect of impulsivity on average filler bet was explored in a univariate general 

linear model.  The centered continuous variable impulsivity was entered as the predictor 

variable and dummy variables representing the time and desirability conditions were 

entered into the model.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the 

model as predictors of the average filler bet, the dependent variable. 

Main Effects 

As expected, larger bets were wagered for filler bets in the low desirability 

condition (M = 3.58) than the high desirability condition (M = 3.16) indicating a contrast 

effect, F(1,144) = 8.27, p < .01.  No main effect of time was predicted and indeed none 

was found, F(1,144) = 0.36, p = .55.  While a main effect of impulsivity on average filler 

bets was not seen in experiment one, a main effect of impulsivity F(1,144) = 5.67, p < .01 

emerged.  An examination of the regression coefficient associated with this effect 

indicated that increased impulsivity was associated with more wagered (b = .67). 
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Two-way Interactions  

No desirability by time interaction was predicted for filler bets and no significant 

interaction was found F(1,144) = 1.20, p = .27.  As in experiment one, a time by 

impulsivity interaction was not found, F(1,144) = 0.54, p = .46.  Similarly, a desirability 

by impulsivity interaction was not predicted and was not found, F(1,144) = 0.46, p = .50. 

Three-way Interaction  

While a three-way interaction among desirability, time and impulsivity interaction 

was seen in experiment one, no such three-way reached significance in the current 

experiment, F(1,144) = 0.34, p = .56.  

Gambling Attitudes and Filler Bets 

The effect of gambling attitudes on average filler bet was explored with a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered gambling attitudes scores were entered into 

the model as a predictor variable and two dummy variables were entered in the model to 

represent the desirability condition and the time condition.  All two-way and three-way 

interactions were entered into the model as predictors of the average filler bet. 

Main Effects  

Although no main effect of gambling attitudes was seen in experiment one, a 

significant main effect was found in experiment two indicating that increasingly positive 

attitudes were associated with more wagered in filler bets (b = .27), F(1,135) = 7.10, p < 

.01.   

Two-way Interactions  

No two-way interactions were seen in experiment one and the current findings are 

consistent: no time by gambling attitudes interaction was found, F(1,135) = 1.06, p = .30 
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and finally no desirability by gambling attitudes interaction was found, F(1,135) = 1.66, p 

= .20. 

Three-way Interaction  

No three-way interaction was expected and none was found, F(1,135) = 0.07, p = 

.80. 

Gambling Beliefs and Filler Bets 

The effect of beliefs on average filler bet was explored using a univariate general 

linear model.  The centered beliefs scores were entered as the predictor variable and 

dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and the 

time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as 

predictors of average filler bet. 

Main Effects  

While no main effect of beliefs was seen in experiment one, a main effect was 

seen in the current experiment revealing that more positive beliefs scores were associated 

with higher amounts wagered on the filler bets (b = .50), F(1,130) = 4.69, p < .05.  

Two-way Interactions  

Consistent with experiment one, no two-way interactions reached significance: 

time by beliefs interaction, F(1,130) = 0.01, p = .98; desirability by beliefs interaction, 

F(1,130) = 0.00, p = .99. 

Three-way Interaction 

No three-way interaction was predicted and none was found, F(1,130) = 0.00, p = 

.96. 
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Perceptions of Target Bets 

Impulsivity and Perceptions of Target Bets 

The effect of the independent variable impulsivity on the dependent variable 

target bet perception was explored using a univariate general linear model.  The centered 

impulsivity scores were entered as the predictor variable.  Like the other models, dummy 

variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and the time 

condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model as 

predictors of target bet perception. 

Main effects.  As expected, target bets were perceived as more desirable in the 

high desirability condition (M = 5.77) than the low desirability condition (M = 4.58), 

F(1,144) = 76.43, p < .01.  No main effect of time was predicted and no main effect of 

time was found F(1,144) = 0.30, p = .58.  Finally, it was expected that impulsivity would 

have a main effect on perceptions of target bets, but no main effect was seen, F(1,144) = 

1.98, p = .16.   

Two-way interactions.  A significant interaction between desirability condition 

and time condition emerged, F(1,144) = 6.59, p < .01.  The means associated with this 

interaction are presented in Table 3.2.  As can be seen, the strength of the desirability 

manipulation was greater under the deliberative condition than the spontaneous condition.  

This effect suggests that, as intended, perceptions reflected more deliberative thought 

(i.e., the pros and cons of a bet carried more weight) in the deliberative condition.  No 

other two-way interactions reached significance (desirability by impulsivity interaction, 

F(1,144) = 0.03, p = .86; time by impulsivity interaction, F(1,144) = 2.50, p = .12). 
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Table 3.2.  Perceptions of target bet as a function of desirability condition and time 
condition 
 
 Mean S.E. 
Deliberative 
 
        High desirability 
 

 
 
5.98 

 
 
0.13 

        Low desirability 4.44 0.13 
   
Spontaneous 
 

  

        High desirability 
 

5.56 0.14 

        Low desirability 4.72 0.14 
   
 

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,144) = 0.06, p = .80. 

Gambling Attitudes and Perceptions of Target Bets 

The effect of attitudes on target bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered attitude scores were entered as the predictor variable.  

Dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and 

the time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model 

as predictors of target bet perception. 

Main effects. It was expected that attitudes would have a main effect on 

perceptions of target bets, but no main effect was seen, F(1,135) = 1.58, p = .21.   

Two-way interactions. The desirability by attitudes interaction was not significant, 

F(1,135) = 2.47, p = .12, nor was the time by attitudes interaction, F(1, 135) = 0.51, p = 

.48.  
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Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,135) = 2.17, p = .14. 

Gambling Beliefs and perceptions of Target Bets 

The effect of beliefs on target bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered beliefs scores were entered as the predictor variable 

and dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition 

and the time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the 

model as predictors of target bet perception. 

Main effects. A main effect of gambling beliefs emerged such that more positive 

beliefs towards gambling were associated with more positive perceptions of bets (b = 

.06), F(1,130) = 5.88, p < .01.    

Two-way interactions.  No two-way interactions were found to be significant: 

desirability by time interaction, F(1,130) = 1.98, p = .16; time by beliefs interaction, 

F(1,130) = 2.21, p = .14; desirability by beliefs interaction, F(1,130) = 0.69, p = .41. 

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,130) = 0.02, p = .88. 

Perceptions of Filler Bets 

Impulsivity and Perceptions of Filler Bets 

The effect of the independent variable impulsivity on the dependent variable filler 

bet perception was explored using a univariate general linear model.  The centered 

impulsivity scores were entered as the predictor variable.  Dummy variables were entered 

in the model to represent the desirability condition and the time condition.  All two-way 
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and three-way interactions were entered into the model as predictors of filler bet 

perception. 

Main effects.  Filler bets were seen as less desirable when they were included with 

target bets of high desirability (M = 4.92) than when the were included with target bets of 

low desirability (M = 5.19) indicating a contrast effect, F(1,143) = 3.92, p < .05.  No 

main effect of time was found F(1,143) = 0.58, p = .45.  Finally, higher levels of 

impulsivity led to slightly but not significantly more positive perceptions (b = .46), 

F(1,143) = 2.99, p = .09 (a trend was in the expected direction). 

Two-way interactions.  No two-way interactions reached significance: desirability 

by impulsivity interaction, F(1,143) = 0.10, p = .75; time by impulsivity interaction, 

F(1,143) = 0.57, p = .45); although the desirability by time interaction was marginally 

significant, F(1,143) = 2.86, p = .09.  There appeared to be more of a contrast effect in 

the spontaneous than the deliberative condition (see Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3.  Perceptions of filler bet as a function of desirability condition and time 
condition 
 
 Mean S.E. 
Deliberative 
 
        High desirability 
 

 
 
5.08 

 
 
0.13 

        Low desirability 5.12 0.13 
   
Spontaneous 
 

  

        High desirability 
 

4.76 0.14 

        Low desirability 5.25 0.14 
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Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,143) = 0.04, p = .85. 

Attitudes and Perceptions of Filler Bets  

The effect of attitudes on filler bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered attitude scores were entered as the predictor variable.  

Dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and 

the time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model 

as predictors of filler bet perception. 

Main effects.  For the first time, a main effect of desirability did not reach 

significance, F(1,134) = 2.79, p = .10, although the trend was in the expected direction, 

indicating a contrast effect (low desirability: M = 5.13; high desirability: M = 4.89). 

However, more positive general attitudes towards gambling were associated with more 

positive perceptions of filler bets (b = .23) , F(1,134) = 5.89, p < .01. 

Two-way interactions. The desirability by attitudes interaction was marginally 

significant.  More positive attitudes led to more positive perceptions more strongly in the 

low desirability condition (b = .33) than in the high desirability condition (b = .08), 

F(1,134) = 3.02, p = .08.  The time by attitudes interaction did not reach significance, 

F(1,134) = 0.31, p = .58.  

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,134) = 0.80, p = .37. 

Gambling Beliefs and Perceptions of Filler Bets 

The effect of beliefs on filler bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered beliefs scores were entered as the predictor variable.  
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Dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the desirability condition and 

the time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions were entered into the model 

as predictors of filler bet perception. 

Main effects.  As with the previous model, a main effect of manipulated 

desirability did not reach significance, F(1,129) = 2.07, p = .15.  A main effect of 

gambling beliefs emerged indicating that more positive gambling beliefs were associated 

with more positive perceptions of filler bets (b = .44), F(1,129) = 4.18, p < .05. 

Two-way interactions.  No two-way interactions were found to be significant: 

desirability by time interaction, F(1,129) = 1.99, p = .16; time by beliefs interaction, 

F(1,129) = 0.03, p = .87; desirability by beliefs interaction, F(1,129) = 0.96, p = .33. 

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,129) = 0.14, p = .70. 

Perceptions as a Predictor of Betting Behaviour 

Up to this point I have been looking at perceptions as the dependent variable.  

However, I propose that perceptions are one step in the process in which impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs impact gambling behaviour.  If this is true, I should find that 

perceptions of bets predict betting behaviour.  The following analyses test this 

hypothesis. 

Perceptions and Target Bets 

The effect of target bet perception on average target bet was explored using a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered target bet perception scores were entered 

as the predictor variable.  Dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the 
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desirability condition and the time condition.  All two-way and three-way interactions 

were entered into the model as predictors of average target bet. 

Main effects.  A main effect of manipulated desirability was seen. As expected, 

people wagered more in the high desirability condition (M = 3.72) than in the low 

desirability condition (M = 2.59), F(1,148) = 58.11, p < .01.  No main effect of time was 

seen, F(1,148) = 0.79, p = .37.  As expected, more positive perceptions were associated 

with more wagered on target bets (b = .88), F(1,148) = 59.64, p < .01. 

Two-way interactions.  No two-way interactions were found to be significant: 

desirability by time interaction, F(1,148) = 0.92, p = .34; time by target bet perception 

interaction, F(1,148) = 1.78, p = .18; desirability by target bet perception interaction, 

F(1,148) = 1.60, p = .21. 

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted and none was 

found, F(1,148) = 1.43, p = .23. 

Perceptions and Filler Bets 

The effect of filler bet perception on average filler bet was looked at using a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered filler bet perception scores were entered as 

the predictor variable and dummy variables were entered in the model to represent the 

desirability condition and the time condition.  Once again, all two-way and three-way 

interactions were entered into the model as predictors of average filler bet. 

Main effects.  As anticipated, a contrast effect occurred.  People in the low 

desirability condition bet more on ambiguous bets (M = 4.48) than people in the high 

desirability condition (M = 4.24), F(1,147) = 3.80, p < .05  No main effect of time was 
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seen, F(1,147) = 0.03, p = .87.  As anticipated, more positive perceptions were associated 

with more wagered on filler bets (b = .61), F(1,147) = 59.92, p < .01.   

Two-way interactions.  As with target bets, no two-way interactions were found to 

be significant: desirability by time interaction, F(1,147) = 0.00, p = .98; time by filler bet 

perception interaction, F(1,147) = 2.08, p = .15; desirability by filler bet perception 

interaction, F(1,147) = 0.05, p = .82. 

Three-way interaction.  No three-way interaction was predicted or found, 

F(1,147) = 0.87, p = .35. 

Perception as a Mediator of Effects on Betting 

 Attitudes and beliefs have shown main effects on perceptions of bets and on 

amount bet.  Perceptions have a main effect on amount wagered.  Given these findings, 

there was a possibility that perceptions mediated the relationship of impulsivity and 

beliefs on amount bet.  The following analyses were tests of these mediational models.  

While impulsivity followed a similar pattern, the main effect of impulsivity on 

perceptions was marginal and its regression coefficient was not significant and thus a 

mediational model with impulsivity was not run.   

Attitudes 

The relationships of attitudes, perceptions, and amount bet in the following 

mediational model (Figure 3.1) were examined using a series of regressions.  As seen in 

the figure, attitudes significantly predicted perceptions of the bets and, when perceptions 

were not controlled, attitudes significantly predicted the amount bet (b = .27).  Likewise, 

perceptions significantly predicted amount bet.  Conversely, when perceptions were 

controlled, the effect of attitudes on amount bet became non-significant (b = .12, p = .23) 
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while the relationship of perceptions and amount bet remained significant.  The effect of 

attitudes on amount bet was fully mediated by bet perception.  Bootstrapping was run 

using the Preacher and Hayes (2008) SPSS macro and syntax set to 3000 resamples.  

Results indicated that perceptions do significantly drive the effect of attitudes on amount 

bet; the indirect effect coefficient was .13 and the lower and upper corrected and 

accelerated confidence intervals were .04 and .22 respectively.  Since zero was not in the 

95% confidence interval, the indirect effect was significant (p < .05).23 

Figure 3.1.  A mediation analysis of the relationship among attitudes, perception and 
amount bet 
 

 

 

 

**p < .01 

Beliefs 

A mediation analysis was conducted to test the relationships of beliefs, 

perceptions, and amount bet.  The meditational model is shown in Figure 3.2.  As 

illustrated, beliefs significantly predicted bet perceptions.  When perceptions were not 

controlled, the effect of beliefs on amount bet was significant (b = .50).  Perceptions 

significantly predicted amount bet.  When perceptions were controlled, the effect of 

beliefs on amount bet became non-significant (b = .20, p = .16).  This finding indicates 

that the effect of beliefs on amount bet was fully mediated by bet perception.  Consistent 

with this statement, bootstrapping did indeed show that perceptions significantly 

                                                
23 The reverse model was tested and the strength of the effects were roughly equivalent to the proposed 
model, suggesting that the direction of the effects was more ambiguous, or reciprocal. 

.27** / .12 

.23** 
 

.57** 

attitudes perception amount bet 
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mediated the effect of beliefs on amount bet; the indirect effect coefficient was .25 and 

the lower and upper corrected and accelerated confidence intervals were .10 and .43 

respectively.  Again, since zero was not in the 95% confidence interval, the indirect effect 

was significant (p < .05)24.  

Figure 3.2.  A mediation analysis of the relationship among beliefs, perception and 

amount bet 

 

 

 

 

**p < .01 

Discussion 

Experiment two revealed four main findings: 

1) The desirability manipulation exerted an influence on betting behaviour and 

perceptions.  For target bets, people in the high desirability condition perceived bets as 

more desirable and bet more.  For filler bets, a contrast effect was seen; people in the high 

desirability condition perceived ambiguous bets as less desirable25 and bet less.  These 

findings are consistent with experiment one.   

2) Impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs related to perceptions of bets.  For target bets, 

gambling beliefs affected perceptions.  For filler bets, impulsivity, attitudes and beliefs 

showed evidence of a direct effect on perceptions.  While the more obvious merits or 

                                                
24 The reverse model was tested and the strength of the effects was weaker in the reverse model than the 
strength of the effects of the proposed model, supporting the model in the figure above. 
 
25 This finding reached significance in the impulsivity model, but did not reach significance in the attitudes 
and beliefs models; however, the trends were consistent and in the expected direction. 
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costs of target bets may drive perceptions of target bets, it could be that ambiguous bets 

allow for main effects of these variables to emerge.   

Consistent with the effects on perceptions of filler bets, main effects of 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on filler bet wagers also emerged.  Further exploration 

of the effects of attitudes and beliefs on amount bet for the ambiguous filler bets revealed 

that these effects are fully mediated by bet perceptions. 

3) In the current experiment there is some evidence that the deliberative condition 

increases the impact of the desirability manipulation.  While in the current experiment 

and experiment one this effect on betting behaviour was not seen, it is evident on 

perceptions.  Specifically, it was anticipated that the relationship between the desirability 

condition and perceptions would be stronger in the deliberative condition and weaker in 

the spontaneous condition.  Indeed, it appeared that the specifics (i.e., the pros and cons) 

of bets influenced perceptions of target bets more when people were given time to think.   

On the other hand, for perceptions of filler bets, the time by desirability 

interaction seems to work differently.  The spontaneous condition appears to increase the 

impact of the desirability manipulation26.  Specifically, the context of the ambiguous bets 

played a stronger role when people did not have time to deliberate resulting in a contrast 

effect. 

4) Analyses into whether perceptions had a main effect on target and filler bets 

indicated that perceptions related to betting for both target and filler bets in the expected 

direction.  The more positively a bet was perceived the more points were wagered. 

                                                
26 This time by desirability interaction was seen in the attitudes model and the impulsivity model 
approached significance (p = .09). The beliefs model did not reach significance. 
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While there were many consistencies across experiment one and two, there were 

also some discrepancies.  For target bets, there were two main exceptions.  First, while a 

main effect of the time condition on both betting behaviour and perceptions was expected 

because participants in the spontaneous condition bet more in experiment one, this was 

not the case.  Second, a three-way interaction among desirability, time, and attitudes 

similar to the one found in the prior experiment was anticipated, with attitudes having a 

stronger relationship in the deliberative condition, particularly in the low desirability 

condition.  However, it appeared that asking participants to respond to perception 

questions changed the direct effect of the time condition.  Perhaps asking participants to 

reflect on their perceptions triggers a different (perhaps more deliberative) process than 

was originally evoked in the spontaneous condition in experiment one.  On the other 

hand, it could be that these two results were not consistent phenomena. 

There were also two exceptions for the findings with filler bets.  First, as noted 

above, main effects of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and beliefs on amount bet 

emerged.  This was different from experiment two; perhaps by asking people to reflect on 

their perceptions activated their gambling attitudes, beliefs, and impulsivity, creating an 

effect on wagers on bets that were ambiguous.  Second, a three-way interaction among 

impulsivity, time, and desirability was expected following the findings of experiment 

one, but this interaction did not reach significance in the current experiment.  Again, it 

appeared that the act of getting people to comment on their perceptions altered the 

process involved in betting, or, alternatively, the three-way interaction seen in experiment 

one was simply not a reliable phenomenon that will replicate across studies.   
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 The first goal of this experiment was to replicate the findings in experiment one 

and as highlighted above some findings did replicate, whereas others did not.  The second 

goal of experiment two was to explore the role of perceptions in the betting process.  

Experiment two has illustrated that perceptions do play a role in the relationship between 

these factors and gambling behaviour, but more exploration is needed.  One caveat is that 

measuring perceptions may have altered the process, as prompting people about their 

perceptions has changed the outcome on betting (e.g., main effects of impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs on betting were found in experiment two, but not experiment one).  

Therefore, it is unclear whether perceptions played a similar role in experiment one. 

The desirability condition in experiment one and two exerted a clear influence on 

betting behaviour.  It also appeared that impulsivity, beliefs, and attitudes related more to 

betting on ambiguous bets than to betting on clearly desirable or undesirable bets.  It 

would therefore be interesting to explore the relationships between impulsivity, attitudes, 

beliefs, behaviour, and perception without the desirability manipulation (i.e., without the 

influence of obvious costs or benefits of a given bet), focusing on responses only to 

ambiguous bets that are less likely to evoke a behaviour based on the bets’ obvious merits 

(or lack thereof).  To look into this hypothesis, a third experiment was conducted. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENT THREE 
 

Overview and Hypotheses 

The first two studies examined the effects of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and 

gambling beliefs on amount wagered (experiment one and two) and perceptions 

(experiment two).  The data from these studies showed the richest effects for ambiguous 

bets, which are more open to construal.  Thus, in experiment three, I sought to follow up 

on this finding by focusing solely on ambiguous bets and removing the clear comparison 

points of the good and bad bets of the high and low desirability conditions.  In other 

words, in experiment three I used the same betting paradigm as experiment two, but did 

not include a desirability manipulation.  Instead, all participants responded to eight 

ambiguous bets (the four original ambiguous filler bets and four new ambiguous bets).  

Similarly, some of the most interesting findings of experiment two were in relation to 

perceptions of bets, so the perception questions were retained in experiment three. 

Originally I anticipated main effects of impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and 

beliefs on betting.  However, in experiment one no main effects of these variables on 

betting were found.  On the other hand, in experiment two main effects of impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs on filler bets were seen, as were main effects of these variables on 

perceptions of filler bets.  Because this experiment was like experiment two in that it 

asked participants about their perceptions, I expected to see main effects of impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs on both perceptions of bets and on amount wagered.  Specifically, I 

expected higher levels of impulsivity and more positive attitudes and beliefs would lead 

to more positive perceptions and an increase in amount bet. 
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Because no main effect of time on filler bets was seen in experiment one or 

experiment two, no main effect of time was anticipated in the current experiment.  Based 

on the MODE model, impulsivity by time, attitudes by time, and beliefs by time 

interactions were originally predicted, with stronger relationships between impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs and perceptions of bets and subsequent betting occurring in the 

spontaneous condition.  However, since these two-way interactions were not seen in 

experiment two, it is unclear whether they will emerge in the present experiment.  

Finally, it was again expected that perceptions of bets would predict betting behaviour.  I 

anticipated an increase in wagers when perceptions were more positive. 

Method 

Participants 

As with experiment one and two, participants were recruited from the Queen’s 

University Introduction to Psychology (PSYC 100) Subject Pool consisting of 1497 

undergraduate students.  A subset of 142 students (91 women, 42 men, 9 unknown) of the 

PSYC 100 Subject Pool who completed at least one of the three prescreen measures 

participated in the gambling session.  As before, there were no inclusion or exclusion 

criteria with the exception that no participant had been involved in experiment one or 

experiment two.  Participants were treated in accordance with the regulations of Queen’s 

University Department of Psychology, the General Research Ethics Board and the ethical 

standards outlined by the American Psychological Association.   

Design 

A between-subjects design with two levels (time: deliberative vs. spontaneous) 

was used in this experiment.   
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Procedure 

Experiment three’s procedure was effectively the same as experiment two’s 

procedure.  As before, data on students’ gambling attitudes and beliefs and level of 

impulsivity were collected as part of a PSYC 100 prescreening package.  Students gave 

informed consent and could withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.  

Students then completed a similar gambling task to experiment two (for complete details 

please refer to experiment one and two).  The task kept the same number of bets (eight), 

which included the original four ‘filler’ bets; however, the four original desirable or 

undesirable ‘target’ bets were removed and replaced with four new ambiguous bets.  As 

before, participants were randomly assigned to one of the two time conditions and the 

average amount of betting and the average perception question rating were compared 

across conditions.  Once again, participants were debriefed via computer after 

participating in the study. 

Measures 

Amount Bet  

For additional details on amount bet, please refer to experiment one.  The average 

number of points bet on the eight bets for each individual was calculated.  Average 

amount bet scores ranged from 0.88 to 5.00 with a mean score of 3.15 (SD = 0.91).   

Perception of Bets 

 Following the method of experiment two, the perception of bets questions that 

had been evaluated by participants on a scale from -3 to 3 were converted to scores 

ranging from 1 to 7 for the purpose of analyses (1 representing the most negative 

perceptions and 7 representing the most positive perceptions).  The three perception 
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questions correlations for each bet ranged from .42 to .79, consistent with experiment 

two.  The three perception questions were averaged to give an index of perceived 

desirability of each bet (bet perception).  The bet perception scores ranged from 2.30 to 

6.71 (M = 4.87, SD = 0.77).  

Gambling Beliefs  

Like experiment one and two, gambling beliefs were measured using the 

Gambling Attitudes and Beliefs Scale (GABS; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999).  For more 

information on this measure, please refer to experiment one. 

For experiment three, 127 of 142 participants who completed the computer 

gambling task responded to at least 32 of the 35 GABS items.  Once again, I scored 

beliefs by taking a mean score of the GABS items and scores were recoded so that higher 

scores corresponded to more positive beliefs about gambling.  Participants’ scores ranged 

from 1.03 to 3.06 with a mean score of 1.94 (SD = 0.49)27.   

Gambling Attitudes  

Consistent with the first two studies, gambling attitudes were measured using 10 

semantic differentials.  Again, for more information on this measure, please refer to 

experiment one.   

Of experiment three’s sample, 133 of 142 participants answered at least 9 of the 

10 semantic differentials.  As before, calculating the mean for these items provided a 

score for each participant.  The mean score for experiment three’s sample was 2.73 (SD = 

0.86) and scores ranged from 1.00 to 4.80 (higher scores indicate more positive gambling 

attitudes).   

                                                
27 By multiplying this mean by the number of items (M = 67.90, SD = 17.15), we see that this total is lower 
than studies with students who are recreational gamblers (e.g., Strong et al., 2004: M = 79.50, SD = 15.23), 
consistent with study one (M = 67.20, SD = 18.55) and study two (M = 66.50, SD = 16.80). 
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Impulsivity 

As before, the Impulsive Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 1994) was used.  

For more information on this measure please refer to experiment one.  For experiment 

three, 138 of the 142 participants completed at least 18 of the 19 impulsivity items.  

Scores ranged from 0.05 to 1.00 with a mean score of 0.50 (SD = 0.22)28; higher scores 

indicated higher levels of impulsivity.   

Results 

Impulsivity and Bets  

Similar to the first two studies, the effect of impulsivity on average amount bet 

was explored in a univariate general linear model.  The centered continuous variable 

impulsivity was entered as the predictor variable and a dummy variable representing the 

time condition was entered into the model.  The two-way time by impulsivity interaction 

was also entered into the model as predictor of the dependent variable, average amount 

bet. 

Main Effects 

Like experiment two, no main effect of time was predicted and none was found, 

F(1,134) = 2.18, p = .14.  As expected, the regression coefficient associated with 

impulsivity showed that increased impulsivity was associated with more points wagered 

(b = .61), F(1,134) = 3.83, p < .05. 

Two-way Interactions  

As in experiment one and experiment two, a time by impulsivity interaction was 

not found, F(1,134) = 0.81, p = .37.   

 
                                                
28 As with study one and study two, the mean is within the expected range. 
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Gambling Attitudes and Bets 

The effect of gambling attitudes on average amount bet was looked at in a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered gambling attitudes scores were entered as 

the predictor variable.  A dummy variable representing the time condition was entered 

into the model, as was the two-way time by attitudes interaction as predictors of average 

amount bet. 

Main Effects  

A main effect of gambling attitudes was seen in experiment two and consistent 

with this finding a marginally significant main effect was found in experiment three, 

F(1,129) = 3.03, p = .08.  The trend of this effect was in the expected direction, indicating 

that more positive attitudes were associated with more points bet (b = .15). 

Two-way Interactions  

No time by gambling attitudes interaction was found, F(1,129) = 0.18, p = .67. 

Gambling Beliefs and Bets 

The effect of gambling beliefs on average amount bet was looked at using a 

univariate general linear model.  The centered beliefs scores were entered as the predictor 

variable and a dummy variable was entered in the model to represent the time condition.  

The time by beliefs two-way interaction entered into the model as predictor of average 

amount bet. 

Main Effects  

While a main effect of beliefs was seen in experiment two, no main effect of 

beliefs was seen in the current experiment (consistent with experiment one), F(1,123) = 

0.48, p = .49.   
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Two-way Interactions  

Consistent with experiment one and two, the time by beliefs two-way interaction 

did not reach significance, F(1,123) = 0.67, p = .41. 

Perceptions of Bets 

Impulsivity and Perceptions of Bets 

The effect of impulsivity on bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  The centered impulsivity scores were entered as the predictor 

variable.  A dummy variable was entered in the model to represent the time condition.  

The time by impulsivity two-way interaction was entered into the model as predictors of 

bet perception. 

Main Effects.  As anticipated, no main effect of time was found, F(1,134) = 0.00, 

p = .95.  Consistent with experiment two, higher levels of impulsivity were associated 

with more positive perceptions, b = .88, F(1,134) = 9.58, p < .01.   

Two-way Interactions.  Like experiment two, the two-way time by impulsivity 

interaction did not reach significance, F(1,134) = 0.14, p = .70.   

Attitudes and Perceptions of Bets 

The effect of attitudes on bet perception was explored using a univariate general linear 

model.  The centered attitude scores were entered as the predictor variable.  Again, a 

dummy variable was entered in the model to represent the time condition.  The two-way 

time by attitudes interaction were entered into the model as predictor of bet perception. 

Main Effects.  Like experiment two, more positive gambling attitudes were 

associated with more positive perceptions of bets (b = .16), F(1,129) = 4.52, p < .05.   
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Two-way Interactions.  The two-way time by attitudes interactions did not reach 

significance, F(1,129) = 0.88, p = .35.   

Gambling Beliefs and Perceptions of Bets 

The effect of gambling beliefs on bet perception was explored using a univariate 

general linear model.  Once again, the centered beliefs scores were entered as the 

predictor variable.  A dummy variable was entered in the model to represent the time 

condition.  The two-way time by belief interaction was entered into the model as 

predictors of bet perception. 

Main Effects.  Unlike experiment two, no main effect of gambling beliefs 

emerged, F(1,123) = 1.64, p = .20.   

Two-way Interactions.  Consistent with experiment two, the two-way time by 

beliefs interaction did not reach significance, F(1,123) = 1.28, p = .26. 

Perceptions as a Predictor of Betting Behaviour 

I proposed that impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs impact perceptions and that 

perceptions then influence betting behaviour.  While the prior analyses looked at 

perceptions as the dependent variable, the following analyses looked at perceptions as the 

predictor variable to replicate the findings of experiment two. 

The effect of bet perception on average amount bet was examined using a 

univariate general linear model.  Similar to experiment two, the centered bet perception 

scores were entered as the predictor variable and a dummy variable was entered in the 

model to represent the time condition.  The two-way time by perceptions interaction was 

entered into the model as a predictor of average bet. 
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Main effects 

Like experiment two, no main effect of time was seen, F(1,138) = 1.93, p = .17.  

As predicted, more positive perceptions were associated with more points wagered on 

bets (b = .60), F(1,138) = 45.63, p < .01. 

Two-way interactions 

Consistent with experiment two, the two-way time by bet perception interaction 

was not found to be significant, F(1,138) = 0.40, p = .53. 

Perception as a Mediator of Effects on Betting 

Given that impulsivity had shown a main effect on perceptions of bets as well as 

on amount wagered and given that perceptions had a main effect on amount wagered, 

there was a possibility that perceptions mediated the effect of impulsivity on amount bet.  

The same can be said for gambling attitudes.  The following analyses were tests of these 

mediational models.  Because gambling beliefs had not shown the same effects on 

amount wagered or perceptions in this experiment, no mediational model for this variable 

was tested.   

Impulsivity 

The relationships of impulsivity, perceptions and amount bet in the following 

mediational model (Figure 4.1) were tested by a series of regressions.  As the figure 

shows, impulsivity significantly predicted perceptions of the bets and originally predicted 

with marginal significance the amount bet when perceptions were not controlled (b = 

.61).  Likewise, perceptions significantly predicted amount bet.  However, when 

impulsivity and perceptions were both entered as predictors of amount bet, the effect of 

impulsivity on amount bet became non-significant (b = .10, p = .74) while the 
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relationship of perceptions and amount bet remained significant.  In other words, the 

effect of impulsivity on amount bet was fully mediated by bet perception.  As in 

experiment two, bootstrapping was run using Preacher and Hayes (2008)’s SPSS macro 

and syntax set to 3000 resamples.  Results indicated that perceptions do indeed 

significantly drive the effect of impulsivity on amount bet. The indirect effect coefficient 

was .51 and the lower and upper corrected and accelerated confidence intervals were .21 

and .92 respectively.  Zero was not in the 95% confidence interval indicating that the 

indirect effect was significant (p < .05)29. 

Figure 4.1.  A mediation analysis of the relationship among impulsivity, perception and 
amount bet 
 
 

 

 

** p < .01, + p = .07 

Attitudes 

A mediation analysis was conducted to test the relationships of attitudes, 

perceptions and amount bet.  The model and path coefficients are shown in Figure 4.2.  

Illustrated in the figure, attitudes significantly predicted bet perceptions and when 

perceptions were not controlled, the effect of attitudes on amount bet was marginally 

significant (b = .15) and perceptions significantly predicted amount bet.  When attitudes 

and perceptions were entered together as independent variables predicting amount bet, 

the effect of attitudes on amount bet became non-significant (b = .06, p = .46).  This 

finding suggests that the effect of attitudes on amount bet was fully mediated by bet 
                                                
29 The reverse model was tested and the strength of the effects was weaker in the reverse model than the 
strength of the effects of the proposed model, supporting the model in the figure above. 
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perception.  Indeed, bootstrapping indicated that perceptions significantly mediated the 

effect of attitudes on amount bet; the indirect effect coefficient was .09 and the lower and 

upper corrected and accelerated confidence intervals were .01 and .18 respectively.  

Similar to experiment two, zero was not in the 95% confidence interval, again indicating 

that the indirect effect was significant (p < .05)30. 

Figure 4.2.  A mediation analysis of the relationship among attitudes, perception and 
amount bet 
 
 

 

 

** p < .01, * p < .05, + p = .09 

Discussion 

Experiment three sought to explore responses to ambiguous bets by focusing only 

on ambiguous bets and removing the contrast effects of the good and bad bets of the high 

and low desirability conditions, and to clarify the role of perceptions in the process 

linking impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs to betting behaviour. 

Like experiment two, perceptions significantly predicted betting behaviour. Once 

again, the more positive the perception of a bet, the more points wagered.  Also 

consistent with experiment two, impulsivity and attitudes had an effect on perceptions of 

bets and subsequent betting behaviour.  However, unlike experiment two, experiment 

three did not see a main effect of beliefs on perceptions or amount bet.  One possibility 

for the discrepancy is that both the prompting of perceptions and the context of clearly 

positive and negative bets are necessary to elicit the effects of beliefs.   
                                                
30 The reverse model was tested and the strength of the effects were equivalent to the proposed model, 
suggesting that the direction of the effects was more reciprocal (consistent with experiment two). 
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It appears that perceptions were one step in the process linking impulsivity and 

attitudes to gambling behaviour, at least when people are prompted to reflect on their 

perceptions.  Whereas in experiment two the direct effect of impulsivity on perceptions 

became non-significant when the time condition was removed from the regression model 

(preventing a mediation model from being run), in experiment three this effect remained 

significant, permitting the mediation model to be tested.  The mediation analyses suggest 

that the perceptions fully mediate the effect of impulsivity on betting behaviour.  

Likewise, perceptions also fully mediate the effect of attitudes (as seen in experiment 

two) on betting.   

In general, when bets are ambiguous (i.e., not clearly good or bad in terms of 

probability of a win and amount won/lost) impulsivity and attitudes relate to how 

positively or negatively a bet will be seen.  Specifically, people who are more impulsive 

or have more positive attitudes toward gambling see ambiguous bets as more desirable.  

These perceptions then predict betting behaviour.  The more positive the perceptions, the 

more points will be wagered.   

A general discussion of the overall themes and limitations of all three studies and 

future directions follows. 
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Summary 

The current program of research sought to explore the effects of impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs on within-session gambling behaviour by looking at the impact of 

contextual factors (i.e., time pressure; desirability of the bets) and investigating the 

process underlying these relationships, including the role of perceptions. The three 

studies revealed a number of effects; the following sections summarize the principle 

findings (a table summarizing the effects across experiments can be found in Appendix 

D). 

Impulsivity 

 Previous research has found a strong connection between impulsivity and 

gambling (e.g., Langewisch & Frisch, 1998; McDaniel & Mahan, 2008). However, due to 

the unstructured, naturalistic, and retrospective nature of the majority of this research, it 

was unclear whether impulsivity related directly to gambling and what factors might 

strengthen or attenuate this connection. The present body of work suggested that in a 

controlled environment impulsivity had a direct effect on betting behaviour (i.e., amount 

wagered) when two conditions were met: 1) bets were ambiguous (i.e., not clearly 

desirable or undesirable) and 2) people were asked to reflect on their perceptions of the 

bet. When bets were clearly desirable or undesirable, the specifics of the bet exerted a 

strong influence on betting and the influence of impulsivity on betting was attenuated. 

Likewise, impulsivity’s influence on perceptions of bets was strengthened when bets 

were ambiguous and reduced when bets were obviously desirable or undesirable. Upon 

further exploration, perceptions fully mediated the effect of impulsivity on betting. 
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Attitudes 

Similar to impulsivity, the literature supports a strong connection between 

gambling attitudes and gambling (e.g., Wood & Griffiths, 2004; Zaranek & Chapleski, 

2005). Again, research in this area has similar qualities to the impulsivity research 

including use of retrospective self-report, opening the door for questions about the nature 

of this connection and the factors that might impact this connection. The current three 

studies indicated that, much like impulsivity, attitudes had a direct effect on betting 

behaviour when bets were ambiguous and when people were asked to reflect on their 

perceptions of the bet. When bets were clearly desirable or undesirable the effect of 

attitudes on amount wagered was reduced. The same pattern was seen for the effect of 

attitudes on perceptions of bets: the effect was strengthened when bets were ambiguous 

and reduced when bets were highly desirable or undesirable. Again, perceptions fully 

mediated the effect of attitudes on betting. 

Beliefs 

Unlike the literature connecting impulsivity and attitudes to gambling, research 

that linked gambling beliefs to gambling behaviour included a greater proportion of 

studies that used experiments to manipulate specific gambling beliefs (e.g., using warning 

messages and/or educational videos to target beliefs of illusion of control; beliefs relating 

to chasing; beliefs about luck, etc.); however, these manipulations did not consistently 

correspond to a change in gambling behaviour across studies (e.g., Floyd et al., 2006; 

May et al., 2005). Thus, the same questions about the nature of the connection and other 

factors that may influence the relationship were raised. As above, the results of the 

current research indicated that general gambling beliefs had a direct effect on betting 
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behaviour when bets were ambiguous and when people were asked to reflect on their 

perceptions of the bet. Once again, when bets were obviously desirable or undesirable the 

effect of beliefs on betting was reduced. In addition, the contrast points provided by the 

desirable or undesirable bets in relation to the ambiguous bets were also needed to see a 

significant direct effect of beliefs on betting; without these contrast points, the effect was 

diminished. 

A similar pattern was seen for the effect of beliefs on perceptions of bets. The 

effect was reduced when bets were highly desirable or undesirable, and reduced when 

contrast points were not present (i.e., all ambiguous bets). However, beliefs had a direct 

effect on both target and filler bet perceptions, although it was only with the ambiguous 

filler bets that this effect got translated into corresponding behaviour. Finally, as with 

impulsivity and attitudes, perceptions fully mediated the effect of beliefs on betting. 

Implications 

To date, there has been no dispute about the strong link between impulsivity, 

attitudes, and beliefs and gambling behaviour in the literature (e.g., Blinn-Pike & Worthy, 

2008; Breen & Zuckerman 1999; Coventry & Brown, 1993; Floyd et al., 2006; Gupta et 

al., 2006; Joukhador, MacCallum & Blaszczynski, 2003; Zaranek & Chapleski, 2005). 

However, the majority of studies examining the effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and 

beliefs on gambling focused on whether these factors differentiated problem gamblers 

from social or non-gamblers as opposed to exploring how and when these relationships 

exist. There was a dearth of literature that used experimental manipulation of the 

variables of interest to explore how and when these relationships emerge or are strongest, 

and most used naturally occurring groups in naturalistic settings without controlling for 
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potentially confounding demographic factors like SES, marital status, employment status, 

or contextual factors like type of task, alcohol use, fatigue, the presence of other players, 

or noise, for example. Finally, the majority of the studies used retrospective self-report 

measures of gambling which may not apply to within-session gambling behaviour and 

may be clouded by the biases in cognition and memory that have been seen to occur with 

regard to gambling (Blaszczynski et al., 2008; Gilovich, 1983; Johansson et al., 2009). 

The current set of three studies therefore sought to fill this gap by focusing on the 

underlying psychological processes that are involved in the relationships between these 

identified risk factors (impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs) and within-session gambling 

behaviour. Samples of undergraduate PSYC 100 students were used because they are a 

relatively homogeneous group in terms of demographic factors (e.g., age, SES, 

employment, marital status) and a laboratory setting was used to try to control some 

contextual factors such as noise, other players, type of task, alcohol/substance use, and 

length of play, while experimentally manipulating other contextual factors, namely time 

pressure and desirability of bets.  

The time condition allowed us to look at whether the relationship between 

impulsivity, attitudes, beliefs and gambling behaviour changed in a spontaneous versus a 

deliberative context, and our original hypotheses were based on an extension of the 

MODE model. The degree of desirability of the bets also was manipulated experimentally 

by varying the probability of a win and the amount won or lost to see how the level of 

desirability impacted betting and bet perception and whether the specifics of a bet were 

more or less important in spontaneous versus deliberative contexts.  
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Initially, more direct effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on all betting 

(targets and filler) were expected based on the strong connection between these factors 

seen in the literature. However as noted in the summary, results indicated that contextual 

factors pertaining to the gambling task impacted the strength of these relationships. A 

study by Demaree and colleagues (2008) also highlighted the importance of contextual 

factors. They manipulated the type of gambling task and found that sensation seeking 

correlated with gambling only for the task that involved participants manipulating the 

probability of a win (and not the amount wagered) and not for the task that involved 

choosing the wager (with a constant probability; interestingly, impulsivity was not 

correlated with either task). Their findings suggested that novelty of a win in a gambling 

task strengthened the sensation seeking-gambling relationship. Our series of studies add 

that tasks involving ambiguous bets and reflection on perceptions of bets also serve to 

strengthen the impulsivity/sensation seeking-gambling relationship. Along similar lines, 

manipulating beliefs has only sometimes led to a change in gambling behaviour (Floyd et 

al., 2006; May et al., 2005). Our results suggest that changes in the task (i.e., reflecting on 

perceptions and having contrast points) make the difference between seeing a significant 

effect on perceptions and betting behaviour or not. 

Experiment two and experiment three examined the role of perceptions. 

Perceptions and biased evaluations have been connected with gambling behaviour 

(Johansson et al., 2009; Savoie & Ladouceur, 1995). Consistent with the literature, these 

two studies found that perceptions predicted betting. The present studies also looked at 

whether the relationships of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on amount wagered were 
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mediated by people’s perceptions of the bets. Results indicated that, overall, these 

relationships appeared to be fully mediated by people’s perceptions of the bets. 

Finally, while the majority of our predictions based on the MODE model were not 

supported, there were some consistencies. In line with the MODE model, perceptions 

mediated the attitude-behaviour relationship. Also, in experiment two, the deliberative 

condition increased the impact of the specifics (merits/costs) of a bet. In other words, as 

expected the pros and cons of the bets influenced people’s perceptions of target bets more 

when people were given time to think. On the other hand, the spontaneous condition 

appeared to increase the impact of the desirability manipulation on perceptions of filler 

bets; specifically, the context of the ambiguous bets played a larger role when people had 

less time to think, resulting in a context effect.  

Also contrary to expectations based on the MODE model, attitudes had a stronger 

relationship to target wagers in the deliberative condition in a three-way interaction 

involving attitudes, time, and desirability in experiment one; specifically positive 

attitudes tended to polarize gambling behaviour when the participant had time to 

contemplate their choice. Along similar lines, the predictive value of impulsivity on filler 

bets was strongest in the high desirability deliberative condition in experiment one. It 

appears that the effects of attitudes and impulsivity were strengthened when conditions 

encouraged higher order thinking (i.e., when participants were induced to think 

carefully).  

I had originally anticipated that attitudes and impulsivity would evoke a default 

response in the spontaneous condition (resulting in a stronger attitudes-/impulsivity-

behaviour connection); however, the opposite seems to have occurred. One possibility for 
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these effects is that, when a participant is given time to reflect, positive attitudes and 

higher levels of impulsivity bias imagined outcomes resulting in more favourable 

interpretations of the bets, leading to increased wagers. For instance, there is research that 

suggests that when people imagine future events they perceive them as more likely 

(Carroll, 1978; Gregory, Cialdini, & Carpenter, 1982; Koehler, 1991; Sherman, Cialdini, 

Schwartzman, & Reynolds, 1985). This process of imagining the outcome would require 

time to think and therefore would only be possible in the deliberative time condition. In 

other words, the effects of attitudes and impulsivity on betting were not seen for 

participants in the spontaneous condition because they would not have had the time to 

imagine the outcome of a bet; whereas for participants who did have the time to imagine 

the outcome of a bet, positive attitudes and impulsivity could have led to the production 

of a falsely optimistic view of the betting situation and an overestimate of the likelihood 

of a win, resulting in higher wagers. However, as mentally simulated outcomes or 

perceptions of bets were not measured in experiment one it is unclear whether this was 

actually the case. 

For impulsivity, an alternate possibility is that it may be that in the spontaneous 

condition all participants are encouraged to act impulsively. Overall, the time condition’s 

effects (or lack thereof) may also be due in part to the time limit not being quick enough. 

While there was some evidence of an impact of the time condition, there may have been a 

greater impact with an even shorter time frame. Lastly, it may be that these two 3-way 

interactions do not represent a replicable phenomenon, as these results were only seen in 

experiment one, were not predicted, and all but one of the involved regression 
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coefficients were not significant. Caution must be used when interpreting these particular 

results and more investigation is needed. 

Limitations 

The three studies represented a preliminary exploration into how and when 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs relate to betting behaviour and have several limitations 

that reduce the generalizability of the findings. The first limitation is that the studies 

involved university students. This population was partly selected because many of their 

characteristics were desirable for the current set of studies (e.g., generally homogeneous 

in terms of demographic variables); however, the samples used for the three studies had 

less positive gambling beliefs than other student populations with some gambling 

exposure required (Strong et al., 2004; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999). Nonetheless, 

university students were chosen in part because they should, if anything, be more 

resistant to cognitive load (like time pressure), because their cognitive processing skills 

are typically above average, and thus, if an impact of time was seen with these samples 

(which it was, but only in the first experiment) one would be likely to see an impact with 

community samples. It is possible that one would see a stronger impact of the deliberative 

versus spontaneous context with non-student samples. 

Another related limitation is that I did not look at gambling pathology, mainly 

because the focus was on process and not on identifying risk factors or differentiating 

between problem gamblers and non-problem gamblers. However, it would be interesting 

to see if the process underlying the relationship between impulsivity, attitudes, and 

beliefs and gambling behaviour is different for pathological gamblers when compared to 

social or non-gamblers. 
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It is likely that previous gambling experience is confounded with personality 

(impulsivity) and gambling attitudes. However, while I did not directly evaluate gambling 

experience, the lower endorsement of positive attitudes and beliefs as seen in the GABS 

scores of our samples, in combination with the very low endorsement of items on a 

measure of gambling pathology, likely indicates lower levels of gambling experience31. 

More importantly, the task in our three studies was created to be simple enough to be 

understood by someone with no gambling experience and designed so that it was not 

likely to be a game that even very experienced gamblers would have had increased 

exposure to (as opposed to casino games like poker or blackjack, for example). 

Another limitation concerns the computerized gambling task. It may be that the 

processes involved in different types of tasks vary and thus limit the generalizability of 

our findings. There is evidence that gambling is not a single phenomenon. Differences 

exist between forms and the profiles of gamblers who participate in different forms of 

gambling vary (Raylu & Oei, 2002). However, it was for this reason the type of task was 

held constant in the present series of studies; keeping the task similar across studies was 

necessary in order to test our variables of interest (including how contextual factors or 

aspects of the task might influence the psychological process) without adding 

confounding factors. For instance, the time limit was manipulated to create spontaneous 

or deliberative contexts, as some gambling tasks allow for contemplation to occur prior to 

gambling (e.g., researching a horse and jockey or sports team prior placing a bet and then 

                                                
31 The prescreen sample had been given the Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI; Ferris & Wynne, 
2001), an instrument of nine items measuring gambling pathology. The possible range is zero to 27 points. 
The mean for the prescreen sample was 0.5 (SD = 1.62) indicating a very low degree of pathology (1-2.5 
indicates low risk, 3-7 indicates moderate risk, and 8-27 indicates severe problem gambling; Ferris & 
Wynne, 2001). Ninety-four percent of the prescreen sample fell in the low-risk range. 
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watching the event), whereas others allow for varying degrees of spontaneity within the 

gambling session (e.g., poker).  

Along the same lines, our task was set in a laboratory, which could be considered 

a limitation. Whether a laboratory setting can create the same level of arousal as real-

world gambling is a point of controversy in the literature; however, it is important to note 

that even in the ‘real world’ arousal varies among types of gambling (Sharpe, 2002). It 

may be that our computerized task did not evoke the same level of arousal as a horserace, 

for example, and it may be that heightened arousal changes or moderates the effect of 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on bet perception and amount wagered. On the other 

hand, our task may have evoked a similar level of arousal as some online and computer 

casino games, particularly casino computerized poker that can have a fairly plain screen. 

The quiet, isolated computer cubicles allowed for us to control for the influence of 

noise and other gamblers, but they also likely led to a decrease in arousal and limited 

social influences32, which may be a target of interest for future research. Also, the 

opportunity to obtain more chances at a draw may not have added the same value as 

playing with (and for) money. Nonetheless, as noted in a paper by Floyd and colleagues 

(2006), the development of internet gambling and computerized gambling machines 

make some aspects of laboratory tasks more realistic. For instance, participants (regular 

gamblers) accepted Kyngdon and Dickerson’s (1999) computer analogue game as a valid 

form of gambling. Their computer program was designed to be similar to card machine 

gambling and involved a similar card-cutting task in which the participant guessed 

whether the next card would be from the ‘high’ deck or the ‘low’ deck (Breen & 

                                                
32 Rockloff and Dyer (2007) found that people who received sight and sound information that other players 
are winning placed more bets and lost more money, illustrating the impact of social context. 
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Zuckerman, 1999; Kyngdon & Dickerson, 1999), quite like the task in the present work. 

Overall, despite the above-mentioned limitations, our questions required limiting 

extraneous factors and manipulation of certain variables of interest and thus could be 

addressed more effectively using laboratory-based methodologies. 

One caveat that pertains to the task is that measuring perceptions altered the 

process: prompting people about their perceptions changed the outcome on betting (e.g., 

main effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on betting were found in experiment 

two, but not experiment one). While this finding was interesting as it highlighted an 

aspect of the task that impacted the betting process, it remains unclear whether 

perceptions played a similar role in experiment one. Similarly, the main effect of time on 

target wagers seen in experiment one had become insignificant in experiment two, 

possibly due to asking participants to reflect on their perceptions. Also, while the task’s 

time condition did have an influence, it is possible that an even shorter time frame or 

other method of cognitive load would result in a stronger impact of this condition.  

Finally, the task did not involve feedback, as I did not want feedback to influence 

future betting decisions. Some forms of gambling are analogous to our task as they allow 

for a longer delay between betting and feedback; for example, buying multiple lottery 

tickets before hearing the result of a draw, or betting on multiple sports games before the 

series or playoffs begin. However, other forms of gambling involve fairly immediate 

feedback after each bet that can influence betting behaviour (e.g., poker, roulette, slots). 

Feedback could serve as a prompt for beliefs, as people create a narrative for their 

patterns of wins and losses that then guides future behaviour (strengthening the belief-

behaviour relationship).  
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It may also be that without feedback some beliefs are not activated. For instance, 

gambler’s fallacy refers to the idea that a series of losses can be compensated for by 

chasing (i.e., betting more to recover losses, Johansson et al., 2009). While beliefs clearly 

played a role in the current body of work, a belief like gambler’s fallacy would not come 

in to play in a task like ours where the participant does not know whether they are losing 

or not and does not have the option to make an indefinite number of bets. Similarly, 

impulsivity has been linked to chasing (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999), a maladaptive 

betting behaviour that depends on feedback, specifically losses. It may be that feedback 

would further strengthen the impulsivity-gambling relationship. It is therefore possible 

that impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs had more direct effects on gambling behaviour, but 

the nature of the task or populations limited the extent to which these effects were seen. 

Future Directions 

This series of three studies is just the beginning of looking at the process 

responsible for the relationship of risk factors like impulsivity, attitudes, and behaviour 

and gambling behaviour. These studies highlight the mediating effect of perception and 

the importance of the influence of contextual factors, but also evoke many other 

questions such as: Is this process the same for everyone or would gambling pathology 

change or moderate the relationship between risk factors and behaviour? What is the 

impact of other contextual factors? For instance, instead of time pressure serving as a 

cognitive load evoking a spontaneous context, what about the cognitive load brought 

about by fatigue due to length of play or alcohol use? How would feedback influence the 

process?  
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To begin, this research was to serve as the foundation for a later and more 

ambitious program of research in which these effects would be demonstrated for 

participants drawn from the broader population and in more naturalistic gambling 

contexts. Future studies involving participants that have moderate to severe gambling 

problems or regular gamblers from the community would be important to test whether the 

risk factors of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs relate to gambling behaviour in a similar 

fashion to that of the current, non-pathological, student samples of this work. Also, it 

would be interesting to run a similar set of studies with another form of cognitive load, 

such as fatigue or alcohol use, to see how these factors exacerbate or attenuate the effects 

of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on bet perception and amount wagered. For instance, 

if fatigue or alcohol use can create a spontaneous/non-deliberative context, it may be that 

the attitude-behaviour relationship would be exacerbated in line with the MODE model, 

or, if impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs are indeed higher-order processes, fatigue or 

alcohol use may attenuate the attitude-behaviour relationship (in line with the present 

findings33).  

Along these lines, it would be interesting to test whether the stronger effects of 

attitudes and impulsivity on betting in the deliberative condition seen in experiment one 

are indeed due to positive attitudes and higher levels of impulsivity evoking overly 

optimistic mental simulations resulting in a perceived increase in likelihood of winning. It 

may be worthwhile to run an experiment using the same task as experiment one (i.e., 

without perception questions, as these seem to eliminate the impact of time) to see if the 

                                                
33 Consistent with what one would predict based on the current findings, Kyngdon and Dickerson (1999) 
found that alcohol eliminated the strong association seen in the placebo group between excitement-seeking 
and persistence (i.e., continuing to gamble) in a group of men (regular electronic gaming machine 
gamblers). 
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two three-way interaction effects of experiment one do indeed replicate. To investigate 

the role of imagined outcomes, perception questions for each bet could be asked at the 

end of the task and/or participants could then rate the degree to which they could imagine 

personally experiencing winning the bet (e.g., similar to how Greening, Dollinger & Pitz, 

1996, measured mental simulation: asking how well participants could “see, feel and hear 

the event” p. 32). An alternate possibility would be to manipulate the degree of mental 

simulation (e.g., have two conditions, one in which they are encouraged to envision the 

outcome of the bet and another in which they do not envision the outcome prior to 

participating in the task) and examine the impact of these conditions on the effects of 

attitudes and impulsivity on betting. It is anticipated that participants encouraged to 

imagine the outcome would perform behaviour that is more consistent with their attitudes 

and level of impulsivity than participants who do not imagine the outcome. 

Also, as noted above, it appeared that asking perception questions changed the 

process resulting in different findings between experiment one and two. Doing a fourth 

experiment that replicates experiment three but does not ask the perception question 

would help clarify some of the differences between experiments one and two. For 

instance, was asking participants to reflect on their perceptions responsible for the 

emergence of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on ambiguous bets and for the reduction 

of the main effect of time? If so, based on the current findings I would expect that in this 

future experiment a main effect of time might re-emerge and the main effects of 

impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs would be reduced. 

With regard to the impact of feedback (i.e., bet outcomes), outcome of bets has 

been seen to effect beliefs. Monaghan, Blaszczynski, and Nower (2009) found that 
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players who lost while gambling reported a decrease in irrational thoughts and erroneous 

estimates of the likelihood of winning compared to those who won. Beliefs that magnify 

one’s gambling skill have been found to result in less awareness of or discounting losses 

(Gilovich, 1983; Rachlin, 1990; Toneatto, 1999). As mentioned in the previous section, 

chasing has been linked to impulsivity (Breen & Zuckerman, 1999) and requires 

feedback. It would therefore be interesting to add feedback to our gambling task to see 

the impact of bet outcomes on the effects of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs on bet 

perceptions and betting behaviour. Also, perceptions of bets and personal explanations of 

the outcomes of bets may impact what is encoded and recalled later. Indeed, gamblers 

have been shown to have biases in memory of wins and losses (Gilovich, 1983). A study 

currently being conducted in the Lindsay laboratory at Queen’s University is exploring 

the relationship between memory for gambling outcomes and problem gambling. 

A paper by Volberg, Dickerson, Ladouceur, and Abbott (1996) illustrates the 

importance of obtaining information on gambling risk factors in order to implement 

effective interventions, as well as the importance of program evaluation to ensure that 

interventions are working. Thus, an ultimate or long term goal for understanding how and 

why risk factors like impulsivity, gambling attitudes, and beliefs are connected to 

increased levels of gambling and problem gambling is to be able to develop effective 

interventions and correct interventions that are not working as they should. While 

changing personality and attitudinal factors can be difficult to alter, contextual factors 

may be easier to change. The present studies provide some support for the importance of 

contextual factors in the relationship between these risk factors and gambling behaviour. 

It may be that games that have bets with more obvious costs and merits may reduce the 
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effect of impulsivity, attitudes, and beliefs; whereas, ironically, strategies that get the 

person to reflect on their perceptions (e.g., feelings, expectations of a win, confidence in a 

win) may be counter-productive and actually increase the effect of impulsivity and 

attitudes, especially when bets are ambiguous.  

Savoie and Ladouceur (1995) found that regular gamblers estimated the 

probability of winning the lottery as more likely than occasional players. In the second of 

their two studies they found that providing accurate information on the probability of 

wins corrected biased perceptions and resulting betting habits. Consistent with these 

findings, the present three studies also suggest that perceptions may be an appropriate 

target for intervention. However, as the current studies represent only a preliminary 

exploration into the psychological processes and contextual factors involved in the link 

between impulsivity, attitudes, beliefs and gambling much more research is needed 

before making any conclusions in terms of interventions. Overall, this body of research 

underscores both the mediating effect of perception and the influence of contextual 

factors (such as changes in the gambling task) on the relationship between specific 

problem gambling risk factors and within-session betting behaviour, 
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Appendices 
 

Documents may be found in the following order: 
 
Appendix A 
• Examples of target and filler bets 
• Gambling task instructions 

Appendix B 
• Gambling Attitudes and Beliefs Survey (GABS) 
• Gambling Attitudes Semantic Differentials 
• Impulsive Sensation Seeking Scale 

Appendix C 
• Combined Letter of Information and Consent  
• Debriefing Sheet 

Appendix D 
• Table summarizing effects across experiments 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Desirable Bet Example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Undesirable Bet Example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ambiguous Filler Bet Example: 
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Gambling Task Instructions: Practice Set 
 
The following gambling task will comprise of a card game in which you will be presented 
with a card and asked to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower. For this 
game, 2s are the lowest cards and aces are the highest. You will also be asked to choose 
how much you would like to bet. You will start with 40 points. The number of points you 
have obtained by the end of the task represents the number of entries you have into a 
draw for $100. More points equals more chances at winning the prize. Each bet has a 
different payoff and loss condition (e.g., a bet could have a payoff of double the points 
bet and a loss of half the points bet, in which case if you bet 3 points you would win 6 
points if you made the correct prediction or you would lose 1.5 points if you were 
wrong). You can bet 0 to 5 points for each bet. [There will be several questions asked 
before you will be allowed to place your bet.] Once you place your bet and make your 
prediction about whether the next card will be higher or lower, the computer will 
randomly generate one card out of the remaining 51 cards to determine the success or 
failure of your prediction. However, you will not receive any feedback until the end of 
the set.   
 
[In real-life gambling situations, gambling games often move very quickly and people 
often do not have as much time as they would like when making their decisions. This task 
will therefore be time-limited, so you will be required to make your decisions and give 
all your responses very quickly. You will only have a few seconds to respond.] 
 
There will be 4 practice bets in the first set for you to get used to the task. If you have any 
questions, please ask the experimenter now; if you are ready for the practice set, press 
‘continue’. 
  
Remember, you will not be told if your prediction about the next card was right or 
wrong until the end of the set of bets.
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Gambling Task Instructions: Target Set 
 
You have now completed the set of practice trials. In this set, the computer did not 
generate a random card for each of your bets to determine the outcome since it was just a 
practice set; therefore no points have been lost or won. You will begin the real set with a 
total of 40 points. 
 
In the following real set, after you place your bet the computer will randomly select a 
card from the remaining 51 cards to find out if your prediction of whether the next car is 
higher or lower was correct (i.e., whether you won or lost the bet). The computer will 
save the outcome of each of your bets and display your results at the end. 
 
Remember, when you make a bet in the real set, you will have no idea whether you’ve 
won or lost your bet until the end of the set when you will be given your results. 
[Remember that this task will be time-limited, so you will be required to make your 
decisions and give all your responses very quickly.]  If you have any questions for the 
experimenter, please ask them now. 
 
The following set will consist of 8 bets. This is the real set, so points won or lost based 
on your predictions will count toward the number of entries into the draw for $100. 
Again, more points equals more chances at winning the prize. You will be told the total 
number of points you have won/lost only at the end of the 8 bets. [You will not have 
much time, so respond quickly!] 
 
Once you have asked any questions you might have and feel ready to continue, please 
press the ‘continue’ button below. 
 
Good luck!!! 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Gambling Attitudes and Beliefs Survey (GABS; Breen & Zuckerman, 1999) 

Directions: FOR QUESTIONS 1 THRU 35, PLEASE WRITE IN THE NUMBER THAT 
BEST DESCRIBES THE WAY YOU FEEL: 
(1) STRONGLY AGREE;    (2) AGREE;    (3) DISAGREE;    (4) STRONGLY DISAGREE 
  
1. Gambling makes me feel really alive ____ 
2. If I have not won any of my bets for a while, I am probably due for a big win ____ 
3. There’s no way I can know if I will have good or bad luck ____ 
4. I respect a person who makes very large bets and remains calm and cool ____ 
5. Sometimes I forget about the time when I’m gambling ____ 
6. I know when I’m on a streak ____ 
7. When I gamble it is important to act as if I am calm, even if I am not ____ 
8. Some people are unlucky ____ 
9. I feel great when I win a bet ____ 
10. It is important to feel confident when I gamble ____ 
11. Gambling is boring ____ 
12. Some people are lucky to have around when I’m gambling ____ 
13. People who gamble are more daring and adventurous than those who never  
      gamble____ 
14. I don’t like to quit when I’m losing ____ 
15. It takes some skill to be successful at craps ____ 
16. Sometimes I just know I’m going to have good luck ____ 
17. People who make big bets can be very sexy ____ 
18. If you have never experienced the excitement of making a big bet, you have never  
      really lived ____ 
19. No matter what the game is, there are betting strategies that can help you win ____ 
20. I have carried a lucky charm when I gambled ____ 
21. If I lose at gambling, it is important to stay calm ____ 
22. I usually don’t get very excited when I gamble ____ 
23. Roulette takes more skill than playing the lottery ____ 
24. Casinos are glamorous, exciting places ____ 
25. If I have been lucky lately, I should press my bets ____ 
26. I feel angry when I lose at gambling ____ 
27. If I were feeling down, gambling would probably pick me up ____ 
28. I must be familiar with a gambling game if I am going to win ____ 
29. Some people can bring bad luck to other people ____ 
30. It’s important to act a certain way when I win ____ 
31. If I lose, it is important to stick with it until I get even ____ 
32. To be successful at gambling, I must be able to identify streaks ____ 
33. If I have lost my bets recently, my luck is bound to change ____ 
34. It’s important to be a gracious winner ____ 
35. I like gambling because it helps me forget my everyday problems ____ 
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Gambling Attitudes Semantic Differentials 

 
Directions: Place a circle a number along the scale at a point that in your judgment 
describes gambling. Make each item a separate and independent judgment. Do not 
worry or puzzle over individual items, even though they may seem to be similar. It is your 
first impression or immediate feeling about each item that is wanted. 
 
a)  Safe              Harmful 
       1       2       3          4      5     6 

f)  Wonderful               Fearful 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

b)  Bad     Good 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

g)  Boring       Fun 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

c)  Annoying            Pleasing 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

h)  Warm      Cool 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

d)  Dark                 Bright 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

i)  Repellant           Attractive 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

e)  Miserable    Merry 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 

j)  Useful             Useless 
        1         2       3          4      5     6 
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Impulsive Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 2000; Zuckerman, 1994) 

 
Directions: If you agree with a statement or decide that it describes you, answer TRUE. If you 
disagree with a statement or feel that it is not descriptive of you, answer FALSE. Answer every 
statement either True or False even if you are not entirely sure of your answer. 
 
1. I tend to begin a new job without much advance planning on 
how I will do it. 

TRUE             FALSE 

2. I usually think about what I am going to do before doing it. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

3. I often do things on impulse. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

4. I very seldom spend much time on the details of planning 
ahead. 

TRUE             FALSE 

5. I like to have new and exciting experiences and sensations 
even if they are a little frightening. 

TRUE             FALSE 

6. Before I begin a complicated job, I make careful plans. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

7. I would like to take off on a trip with no preplanned or definite 
routes or timetable. 

TRUE             FALSE 

8. I enjoy getting into new situations where you can’t predict 
how well things will turn out. 

TRUE             FALSE 

9. I like doing things just for the thrill of it. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

10. I tend to change interests frequently. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

11. I sometimes like to do things that are a little frightening. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

12. I’ll try anything once. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

13. I would like the kind of life where one is on the move and 
traveling a lot, with lots of change and excitement. 

TRUE             FALSE 

14. I sometimes do “crazy” things just for fun. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

15. I like to explore a strange city or section of town by myself, 
even if it means getting lost. 

TRUE             FALSE 

16. I prefer friends who are excitingly unpredictable. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

17. I often get so carried away by new and exciting things and 
ideas that I never think of possible complications. 

TRUE             FALSE 

18. I am an impulsive person. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 

19. I like “wild” uninhibited parties. 
 

TRUE             FALSE 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Letter of Information and Consent Form (Combined) 

The MODE model and gambling 
 
This study is being conducted to examine what factors impact betting decisions. All 
instructions about the task will appear via computer. An experimenter will be present to 
answer any questions you may have. During this session you will be asked several 
questions and be required to play a computerized betting game, involving making 
decisions about how many points you wish to bet within different time limits. You will 
have several practice trials to get used to the task and then several test trials. Please 
answer all questions as honestly as possible and give your best effort at the task. 
However, you should not feel obligated to answer any questions that you find 
objectionable or that make you feel uncomfortable. The entire session should last no 
longer than 1 hour. 

 
There are no known physical, psychological, economic, or social risks associated with 
this study. Your participation in this procedure is completely voluntary and you may 
withdraw from this study at any time without incurring any consequences. You will be 
awarded a course credit or remuneration for your participation in this study whether you 
complete it or not.  

 
This study is being conducted by Elisabeth Whaley under the supervision of Dr. L.R. 
Fabrigar. This study has been approved by the General Research Ethics Board of Queen’s 
University. Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and you are free to 
withdraw at any time during this session. Your confidentiality will be protected 
throughout the study, your performance will not be connected to your name in any 
publication, and the information you provide will be available only to researchers with 
scholarly interests in decision-making.  
 
Should you have further questions, you may contact any of the following individuals: Dr. 
Lee Fabrigar (fabrigar@queensu.ca), the Department Head of Psychology, Dr. Kevin 
Munhall (psychead@post.queensu.ca), the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board, 
Dr. Joan Stevenson (613) 533-6081 (chair.GREB@queensu.ca). 
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Debriefing Sheet 

The MODE model and gambling 
 

This gambling task did not in fact involve actual betting in which there would be a positive or 
negative consequence to each bet, as we are interested in people’s responses to the betting 
situations and not in how successful they were. The outcome of your performance therefore 
has no standing on your chances at winning the draw. Each participant will receive an equal 
number of entries into the draw for $100. If you would like to be entered into the draw, please 
be sure to provide your name and contact information to the experimenter prior to leaving. 
 
Understanding the processes underlying gambling behaviour is important, as problem gambling 
and gambling addiction remain a cause for concern in Canada. The present research examines 
various psychological factors (i.e., perception of risk) and personality (i.e., sensation-seeking) and 
attitude factors for their relevance in predicting the decision when making a bet. Sensation-
seeking is a trait that involves a desire for new and diverse experiences and often involves taking 
risks. It is hypothesized that individuals high on sensation-seeking will be more impulsive and 
prone to make more and riskier, bets. The role of attitudes toward gambling in betting behaviour 
is being investigated, as these attitudes likely lead to increases in betting. Both sensation-seeking 
and attitudes were measured during prescreening. While it makes sense that attitudes and 
personality would have an impact on behaviour, the main goal of this research is to determine the 
conditions that make this relationship more likely and the conditions that make people less 
susceptible to these factors. This study consisted of two conditions, one condition in which time 
was restricted and another condition in which it was not. It is hypothesized that when a people 
have less of a chance to deliberate, they rely more on their personality and attitudes toward 
gambling to make their betting decisions than when people have a greater opportunity for 
deliberation. The goal of this research is to address the current gaps in decision-making and 
gambling literature by applying the MODE (Motivation and Opportunity as Determinants; Fazio, 
1990) model of spontaneous behaviour to better understand betting behaviour. This research has 
the potential to help inform gambling interventions by identifying potential risk factors. 
 
Individual results of this research are anonymous and cannot be provided. However, if you would 
like a GENERAL SUMMARY of findings from this study, you may obtain them by contacting 
(after December 2009) Dr. L.R. Fabrigar by e-mail at fabrigar@queensu.ca. 
 
Your participation in this research investigation is appreciated. If the questions or the experience 
of the computer-based task has led you to feel distressed and you would like to speak to someone 
about your thoughts, you are encouraged to contact a local health practitioner (e.g., your 
physician) in your community.  
 
Should you have further questions, you may contact any of the following individuals: Dr. Lee 
Fabrigar (fabrigar@queensu.ca), the Department Head of Psychology, Dr. Kevin Munhall, 
(psychead@post.queensu.ca), the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board, Dr. Joan 
Stevenson, (613) 533-6081 (chair.GREB@queensu.ca). 
 
For further reading, the following articles may be of interest: 
Coventry, K.R. & Brown, R.I. (1993). Sensation seeking, gambling and gambling addictions. Addiction, 88, 541-554. 
 
Fazio, R.H. (1990). Multiple processes by which attitudes guide behaviour: The MODE model as an integrative framework. In M.P.  

Zanna (Ed.), Advance in experimental social psychology, Vol. 23 (pp.75-109). San Diego, CA: Academic Press, Inc. 
 

Raylu, N. & Oei, T.P.S. (2002). Pathological gambling: A comprehensive review. Clinical Psychology Review, 22, 1009-1061
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APPENDIX D 
 

Table Summarizing Effects Across Experiments 

Table D1. Effects across experiments 1, 2, and 3 

Dependent Variable Effect Experiment  
Target Amount Bet  1 2 3 
 Time   n/a 
 Desirability   n/a 
 Impulsivity   n/a 
 Attitudes   n/a 
 Beliefs   n/a 
 Time by Desirability   n/a 
 Time by Impulsivity   n/a 
 Time by Attitudes   n/a 
 Time by Beliefs   n/a 
 Desirability by Impulsivity   n/a 
 Desirability by Attitudes   n/a 
 Desirability by Beliefs   n/a 
 Time by Desirability by Impulsivity   n/a 
 Time by Desirability by Attitudes   n/a 
 Time by Desirability by Beliefs   n/a 
 Perceptions of Target Bets n/a  n/a 
Filler Amount Bet     
 Desirability   n/a 
 Impulsivity    
 Attitudes   + 
 Beliefs    
 Time by Desirability by Impulsivity   n/a 
 Perceptions of Filler Bets n/a   
Perceptions of Target Bets     
 Desirability n/a  n/a 
 Beliefs n/a  n/a 
 Time by Desirability n/a  n/a 
Perceptions of Filler Bets     
 Desirability n/a  n/a 
 Impulsivity n/a +  
 Attitudes n/a   
 Beliefs n/a   
 Time by Desirability n/a + n/a 
 Desirability by Attitudes n/a + n/a 
p < .05, + p < .10, n/a - not applicable to the experiment 
Note. The full list of all possible effects is only listed once, for the dependent variable 
‘target amount bet’. For the dependent variables that follow, only significant effects are 
listed. 


